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SUMMARY AND BRIEF ANALYSIS OF FISH TRAPPING AT THE HOTTTI:S LAI<E 
OUTLET, HINTER 1947-48, HITH ADDITIONAL NOT~S ON HISCELLANEOUS 
WINTER TRAPPING OPERAT IONS 
Tom Moen 
Fisheries Biologist · 
Introduction 
As we endeavor to expand our knowledge of fisheries biology 
and thus of fisheries manat; ement, Ne find that the study and 
observation of fish during open water periods obviously does 
not supply all the ans,,Iel~s . But due to t.he many 'vell knovm 
handicaps, relatively litt le has been recorded about the 
biology of fish during that por tion of the year when their 
habitat is covered by ice and snow. A few studies have been 
made on the winter food habits of a. fev1 species. Some work 
has been done on game fish and rough fish population ratios 
during winter seining operations. A number of papers have 
been concerned with the study of dissolved oxygen and the 
subsequent survival or winter-kill of the resident fish pop-
uations. But by and large our knowledge about ,.Jhat takes 
place under the ice covered Hater areas is quite meager. 
The purpose of this report is not to add in any great 
measure to this small pool of facts but rather to present the 
results of several winter trapping operations in order to better 
.. 
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inlet of Spirit Lake. During periods of normal water levels 
these areas maintain sizeable resident populations of fish 
and act as important s pawning areas, especially for northern 
pike. 
One of the common practices in the management of these areas 
is to screen off the outlet during the open \·Tater periods to 
prevent the migration of undesirable fish into these spawning 
grounds. If a carp trap is operated in connection 1.,rith the 
screens the undesirable fish are removed and the game species 
are put over the screen . In the case of northern pike the 
adults return in a short time and the proc ess is reversed. 
The screens are removed in the fall to allm-1 the young fish 
and adults freedom to r eturn to the main lake. There is no 
evidence at present to indicate the extent of this fall migration 
but winter trapping indicates that fish migration may be fairly 
extensive, especially vThen dissolved oxygen readings are lovt . 
The mi gration can be detrimental as well as good ; detrimental 
when rough fish are involved and supposedly good when game 
fish speci es are movinc; . It l·wul d SE:!em that the addition or 
stocking of game spec i es by this method should be geared to the 
needs of the lake as much as stockinG from any other source . 
HOTTES LA:m TRAPPING 
-· 
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about 10 feet . Six s top logs vrere r emoved f rom each side. On 
one side of the channel the bag portion and one throat of a 
large pond net (4· f t . hoops and lt" mesh) was pl aced. A wooden 
frame with an opening two foot square was used to anchor the 
pond net in the stop lo~ channels; a tail rope was used to 
keep t he net tight. In orde:;: to saml)le small fish, a "box 
trap" was installed in the ot her half of the out let channel. 
The box trap was 6 feet lonE and 2 feet square, covered wit h 
thin slats placed i " apart . 
The daily catch of fish were counted and r ecorded as to 
species and as young or adult. Sample wei ghts wer e taken from 
time to time. The traps uere opera. ted until l'Iarch 15, 1948 . 
Dissolved oxygen determinations were made at several stations 
once each week. Notes \/ere made on air temper atures, espec i a lly 
when extr eme changes occurred. For purposes of consolidation 
of the data the dail y catch r ecords of both traps were grouped 
into 15 day periods (Table 1 and Tabl e 2). 
These 15-day per i ods i ndicate two peaks i n t he catc h, one 
during the Dec . 15-Jan. 1 period and the other during the Feb. 1-
Feb . 15 period. Fai rly good catches were also made both pre-
ceding and f ollowing the Dec. 15-Jan . 1 period with that 6-week 




entirely different? at least from the construction stand-
point. The most important difference lying in the fact that 
the box trap had a relatively dark interior thus exerting 
considerable influence on the species normally difficult to 
trap. · As might be expected the bullheads were t he only species 
that took both traps any\vhe:;.' e near equal numbers. There were 
approximately 2700 adult bullheads taken in each trap and the 
box trap accounted for an add itional 10,823 young bullheads. 
Therefore another 10 7000 bullheads could be counted for the 
large meshed trap. 
Numerically the next S ~)e cies in importance \·Jas carp. 
Here we see the greates t differential in the two traps; the 
box trap collected less than 600 carp while the net trap 
caught over 6000. It is likely t hat relatively few young 
carp vJere lost through the net tl' ap because young and adults 
were collected in about equal numbers in both traps. 
Adult yellow perch and no~thern pike were both taken in 
larger numbers in the net tr ap with the combined totals for 
both traps amounting to 2480 perch and 1203 northerns. Over 
3,000 young perch were ta ~wn in the box trap. but no young 
northerns. All scale reading of no~therns indica ted that the 
smallest fish were two year olds. 
'· .-
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Table 1. Number of fish taken with the net trap at the 
Hottes Lake outlet, winter of 1947- 48 
. ' 
Nov. 14 Dec. 1 Dec. 15 Jan. 1 Jan. 15 Feb. 1 Feb . 15 Mar. 1 Total 
to to to to to to t o to by 
Dec. 1 Dec. 1 5 ,Jan. 1 Jan. 15 Feb. 1 Feb • .l.5. Nar. 1 Mar. 15 Species 
'f. f7 • -- - -
A.d. 123 348 1 553 _3_$.1 L_ _.3._01_ 1 2 2710 
'i.k,__~5----rt77___ 896 --63 ~-- b ------ - lZ£1± -
'i.g. _2- 53 -~-- __ 5+---- ----2974 ---- _12 24 3229 
Ad. 23 772 13o2 5.9.Q. ____ ..2±l.Q. 3163 
~. - 8 Ad~ 26 136 396 227 1 111 1 1 99 
Yg. --- - ~ - 84 ___ ___1_ _ __ 2-o6-- --- --
Ad. 1 30 b7 l.8_ ·----------=----
Yg . ----- -
Ad. _ ----- ------
--:::------------l 1 
Yg. 
A.d. f - -- 95 - 1B 10 124= 
lli. Ad . 2 --14 -- -~ ---~ ---- - il 
y • 
Ad. 4 5 - -- -~--- 12 
Yg. 
Ad . 1 ~2 2lf 1 ~ ------80 
Yg. 1 18 ____ ----- 12 




Ad. 1 7 
(Continued on next page) 
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(Continued F'rom Page 5) 
Table 1 .. Number of fish taken with the net trap at the 
Hottes Lake outlet, vJinter of 1947-48 
Nov. 14 Dec. 1 Dec. 15 Jan. 1 Jan. 15 Feb. 1 Feb. 15 Har. 1 Total 
to to to to to to to to by 























- - -- - - 2 
7 54 132 _5_~ 0 . 2977. __ - 12 2 5 3258 
_lt52 1779 4433 1335 2._ . 952 2 10 8965 
459 1833 4565 13~6 2 3929 14 35 12.223 
~ I - '• r 
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_e 2. Number of f ish ta~cen in the box t r a p at the Hottes Lake 
outlet, \'linter of 1947-48~ 
Nov. 26 Dec. 1 Dec. 15 Jan . 1 J a n . 15 r eb. 1 r eb. 1 5 Mar. 1 Tot al 
to to to to t o to to to by 
Dec 1 Dec . 15 J an. 1 Jan . 15 F e b. 1 F eb . 1 5 Hz.r. 1 l-iar. 15 Species 
]: 4 3 l~wxi f;~g& 1~ 5~5 t 8~-- 56 - -43 ~n---
~8 . 39 ---= --2' 231 -7-Bl - - - ll - -~42 2 21 3 279 
uL_ ill 5o9 21 1t _ 24 7 755 
~g. 1 3 9 6 1 24 1 1 3 265 
1n 12 --135. 20· --- -- - - -sJ--~-=--=- =---- ~ ------ncr- ----
~- ... .,.-.------w ----·-T O"rr - - -- "1'1'1. y:.--- - ----r6- - - - Qti: 
\ .::t._ - - L._ _ __ __t__..J,.___ _ -~- -=-3-:::r=----
:g. 4 12 29 5 107 157 
\d t 3 3 _] 2 1 --- ·- 26·-----
[ g . fcL- -- -- -- 3_ -- l5 I" 
-r 2T~- - _ . 50 . ~-
12 
5 --
{ .., . 7 _____ _ 
\.d . 2 --52 fJ. 1 20 
l e . 9 _ 11 _ _3_ 4 7 g· -- - - - - - ---
_2SJ. 
70 
\ d. 1 3 12 
~a : 38 --12- ---- ----,5,......---- 4 62 
'{ g • 1 1 5 1 4 - - 12 
1\.d. 2 . .9...__ - - _ _2Q~--
(Continued on next page) 
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(Continued From Page 7) 
le 2. Number of fish taken in the box trap at the Hottes Lake 
outlet, winter of 1947-48. 
·ov. 26 Dec. 1 Dec. 15 Jan. 1 Jan. 15 Feb. 1 Feb. 15 Mar. 1 Total 
. . 
. .· 
to to to to to to to to by 
lee , 1 Dec, 15 .Ian 1 Jan. 15 Feb. 1 Feb •. l5 Har •. _l Mar. 15 Species 
- --=1=----- - - ------·- ---- ·-- ------ · ___ ..:::1:__ ___ _ 
--------------------~1 ·----·--·-----·---- 1 
1 1 
---- 1 1 




___ ____ 1 --- 1 
2 ---· 2 
··-----
__8_3._ 1351 9087 2555 24 1402 59 68 14,629 
7 746 2893 353 ~ 182 54 24 _ __:.4.=...26::....:6::__ _ __ _ 
90 2 '097 111 980 2 '908 31 1' 584 113 9~2=---=18=-'z...:8:...:::9L.5 ___ _ 
.· 
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were considered in computin~ total weights (Table 3). Ei ghty-
three percent of the total catch of 20,f'95 pounds \vas taken 
in the pond net and 71/~ of the total ce.tch '·ras carp. Bull-
head s made up 15% of t :1e total and northern pil{:e and yell0'1tJ 
perch 8% and 5% respectively. Thus these four species made 
up 97% of the total number a~d 99% of the total weight. 
On Feb. 21, 1948 the fisheries management crew mad e a haul 
in the nor th central :pJDJrtion of Hottes Lake vii th 1000 feet 
of 1/2 inch mesh net. The resul ts of this haul pointed out 
two im9ortant items relating to the trapping discussed above. 
First was the fact that the trap ca tches did not represent 
the proportion to be found in the lake . Crappies, especially 
young of the year, ,,rere the l"'lost numerous fisi1 in the haul a nd 
there v1ere as many adult lal1 ge mouth bass taken as there vrere 
recorded for the traps. SeconcUy 1 a relatively small portion 
of the fish in Hottes Lak~ used the outlet that was available 
to them. 
In the Hottes Lake trapping both the daily ca.tches and the 
catches by 15-day periods va.r ied a E:;l'eat c!eal. Just ' ·That f actors 
or combination of factors influenced these movement s remain for 
the most part unknown. At times there was a rather strong 
current into Hottes Lalce anc1 at other times the current vras 
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Table No. 3. Pounds of each s lJecies of fis h t aken 1vi th the box and 
net traps at the ~ottes Lake outlet, winter of 1947-48. 
Pond Net Box Trap 
Av. Ht. 
per 100 No. of Total Total 
Fish in Fis h in Fish Total Fish Total 
---~S~;g~G..ii;JL ___ ...£o.u.u.d.>4s _...J,.,S.run,llls; ____ T.QJce.n.. __ i[_eJ.g.h..L __ ..T.ak.en._ _Ji&.®t. ___ _ 
(Yg.) 1.71 73 10, 823 185.07 
Black Bullheads 
i.A.d~ub . ad . ) il±.t.1.9 .. .. _ . __ Y._7 _____ 4...,.2.:J-.Q____l_,Y·68.--2.5.. ... ;2 , 6_8l __ J,_,~.9JL 
(Yg. ) 0.78 30 3,279 25.58 
Yellow Perch 
----- (Ad..J 45.2_6 .. _ 4_+_. _____ J_ ,J..£Y:.~ __ __29.0.28 _ . 222. 341.7l 
Northern Pike 145.12 9 899 1,304 . 63 304 ( Ad anrl (!, 'h M 'J \ ~ 
- · __ \.L.Y(YgT--0.5o 22 -- 3,229---2~-76oJro ----265 -226-:63-
441.16 
carp 
i.M... and Sub..b.ad. ) _34lt_,_5_Q ____ 23... ..  ___ _3_,_163 ____ l_Q.~~9 .. 9...53__ _ _ 4.}Q___ 792.35 _ 




cold periods but temperature and trap catches could not be 
correlated from the Hottes Lake data . 
Dissolved oxygen determinations are the best evidence of 
correlation but with some reservations. The trap catches in-
creased from mid-November to January 1. During this time the 
available oxygen in the central portion of the lake dropped 
from a reading of more than 8 .0 ppm to 0 . 6 ppm. Both the 
catch and oxygen decreased from this time until about Feb . 9 , 
at this time an increase in both oxygen and fish catch vias noted. 
Although the oxygen increased to only 1.0 ppm the fish catch 
for the period of Feb . 1-15 nearly equaled the previous high 
for a 15-day period. As the dissolved oxygen continued to 
increase the fish catches d:copped off shar ply . Onl y 25l,. fi sh 
were taken in the next 30 days . 
The pulsating currents mentioned above influenced the 
dissolved oxygen to a distance of at l east 250 feet into Uottes 
Lkke. This area of higher oxygen and current likely had a 
considerable influence on the catch of f ish. 
OXYGEN AND TRAP CATCHES IN OTHER AR2AS 
Dissolved oxygen apparently played an i mportant role in 
the winter catches at other outlets. A control structure and 
new outlet had also been completed for Marble Lake in the 




than 1.0 ppm in Marble Lake. 
Over 50% of the fish, mostly small bullheads, were found 
dead in the trap. The trap was r emoved on January 5 after 
about a week of work for no fish. The next spring a check 
of the fish killed by the 10\v oxygen conditions reveal ed that 
the species composition vras nearly like that of Hottes Lake. 
Hov1ever, a complete ~dll had not taken place, although bullheads 
were about the only thing that survived. 
During the winter of 1948-49 trapping was carried on by the 
fisheries management c::ce,·Js at Hottes and Little Spirit Lake out-
lets. The traps were li" mesh pond net bags similar to the one 
used in the Hottes Lake trappinG in 1947-48. Only 5,295 fish 
were taken at the Hottes outlet in over t\..o months of trapping. 
Bullheads comprised 90% of tt1is number . The remainder of the 
catch was fairly well distributed among nor thern pike, crappies, 
perch and carp. The louest oxygen readine; fox· Hottes Lake 
that winter was 2 .6 ppm. There was no reason to be lieve that 
the species composition or po)ula.t ion ratios had changed much 
since the winter of 47-48 . 
The trapping at the little Spirit outlet was of shorter 
duration, about one month j.n all, mostly during the month of 




immediate vicinity of the outlet. 
Apparently low oxyBen accounted for a catch of over 20,000 
pounds of carp at the scr eens of the main inlet to Spirit Lake 
in February of 1951. Bullheads were quite abundant with small 
numbers of perch and northerns also present. 
SU:MHAt\Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
In reviewing and summarizing these trapping operations 
certain points seem to stand out. 
1. The amount of dissolved oxyBen apparently has a definite 
influence on the catch at these outlets. A few species t end to 
show some activity as the oxygen decreases but with oxygen lower 
than 1. 0 ppm and in the absence of connecting bodies of vl ater 
having higher oxygen their activity is near the zero point. 
2. Ca~p, bullheads, perch and northern pike seem to be 
the species using t hese outlets in appreciable numbers; they 
are the species trapped most consistently, regardless of the 
oxygen readings. 
3. The species and number of fish using these outlets 
from September to freeze-up is still unknown. 
4. The number of fish caught in the tra ps is lil<ely to 
account for only a very small portion of the f ish in the lake 
they are moving out of. 
FISHERIES INVESTIGATIONS 
A Resume of a Paper Presented by E. T. nose 
Although the paper entitled "Fisheries Inves ti e; a tions 11 ·which 
was presented at the Seminar by Mr. E. T. Rose was designed 
largely for the administrators of the Iowa State Conservation 
Commission, it was felt that certain pa~ ts would be of sufficient 
interest to pass on to other fishery investieators and administra-
tors. I have, therefore, ~ith Mr. ilose's. permission, made a 
summary to be included in this report. 
LAKE SURVEYS 
E. B. Speaker 
Supt. of Biology 
Mr. Rose pointed out that the lake inventories carried on in 
Iowa are co~parable with those used by many of the neighboring 
states and provide us with information that is extremely valuable 
in determining the factors requisite for a good management 
program for the lakes. These surveys, begun in 1940, consist 
primarily of making sample seine hauls 'vith 500 feet of 1/4 
inch mesh nets and certain stationary gear in the major fishing 
lakes of the State. While the system used is considered standard, 
Mr. Rose pointed out that considerable more time should be spent 
~. 
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the lar ger lakes of the St ate . 
It was Mr. Ros e ' s recommendation that a t least one addi-
tional survey crew b~ authorized in order that the artificial 
lakes in Southern Iowa receive their proper attention. At the 
present time most of the survey work carried on in the artificial 
lakes is conducted in the fall of the year and consequently an 
adequate sampling is not alwa.ys obta ined. Under the system 
followed for the past s everal years, it has been impossible to 
secure sufficient data on many of the lakes because of the 
crowded schedule. Plans have been made, however, with the fish 
manaeement department to su~plement efforts particularly in 
Southern Iowa and it is fe lt t his will greatly increase the 
efficiency of the work. 
Mr. Rose point ed out ~hat more and more responsibility is 
being placed on t he fis hery investieators for information of 
corrective measur es to improve anglinf and to obtain data on 
standing crops, populations and harvests. The influence of 
liber alized seasons and creel limits on these basic problems 
must be obtained qualitatively and quantitatively, largely by 
survey methods . These studies r equire a considerable part of 
the time of the pr esent :fishe ry biology staff. 




Rose stated that game fish populations are considerably 
increased following extensive rough fish removal. He strongly 
urged furt' ' er studies concerning the population phenomenon of 
rough fishes in order that the department can continue to make 
recommendations on a more scientific basis to the management 
departments. 
In summary Mr. Rose is of the opinion that '"'e must have more 
accurate inventory of the fishes in the natural and artificial 
lakes to base recomme11dations of management and harvest upon. 
-17-
STREAM CENSUS T:;:CHNI QUES -- A CR I TIQUE 
R. E . Cl eary 
Fisheries Biologist 
It is neither the purpose of this paper nor \vi thin the 
province of the author to list and analyse all the numerous 
publications and techniques of censusing fish populat ions 
in streams. Much has been written, but there has been little 
accomplished toward a practical yet reasonably accurate method 
of determining the fluctuations in stream fish populations. 
Most of the work has been confined to t rout streams and small 
warm water streams. Rivers, however, present a far more com-
plicated problem, and with t he exception of the electric seine, 
which is stil l in the experimental stage, techniques of sampling 
river populations date back to the dawn of time . 
Before discussing various techniques, an understanding of 
some of t he important ecological features of river populations 
is i n order. Unstability is a singularly i mportant characteristic 
of unconfined river populations . Thompson (1933) found that 
buffalo, silver bass, black and white crappies, sheepshead, mud 
cat, bullhead and bluegills, were some of the most transient 
of Illinois River species. Harrison (H.S.) found that t he channel 
catfish was a relativel y stable species when tagged specimens 
vTere returned to familiar vm.ters. The U. H. R. c. C. (19 50) 
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in Hichigan, using a 2-vTay fish trap, found that the common 
sucker, the smallmouth bass and the northern pike had two 
· definite movement periods in April and May, and again in 
September and October. Bangham and Bennington (1938), work-
ing on a small stream in Ohio, found the same two movement 
periods in their smallmouth and common sucker populations. 
Tate (MS) and Cleary (HS) found that smallmouth populations 
in small streams move in on a rise and out on a continuous 
fall of the water stage. The U. M. R. c. C. (1950) states 
that high catches in both traps and hoop nets on the study 
area in the :tvlississippi coincide vJith spmvning activities for 
the smallmouth bass, the f l athead and channel cat, and the 
r iver carpsucker. This report also sta tes that a 4-foot drop 
in a water stage coincides with a l ar ge influx of back\<rater . 
species into the nets. 
McLeod and Nemenyi (1940) found there were indications 
that fish are more likely to use a fishway in the Iowa River, 
Iowa, when the water temperature was above 65° F., and that 
heavy runs in the fish\·ray coincided with rises in the \·later 
stage . Harrison and Speaker (1950), studying t~e use by fish 
of a fishway on the Des Ivfoines River, IoHa, fo und that more 
fish entered the trap on both natural and artificial stage 
-19-
Habitat preference is also a determining factor in the 
catchability of stream species. Thompson and Hunt (1930) 
and Gerking (1949) state that there is seemingly no correla-
tion between bottom type and the s tanding crop of stream fishes, 
Gerking (op. cit.) further states that fish live in a volume 
of water and not in an area of 'dater in streams, indica.ting 
that depth and current are more important than bottom type. 
Alan and Clark (1943) show that in a northeast Kentucky stream, 
most species of fis h were found over a sand or gravel bottom, 
but hed ge the data by stating that this may also be a current 
preference. Miller (1943), working in the Wheeler Reservoir 
in Alabama, ran hoop nets in four distinct localities of the 
impoundment. Nets set in the tail r ace of ~he upstream dam 
caught the most fish, but over 90% were black and vThi te crappies . 
The middle r each of t he impoundment, \<!here cur rent was still 
apparent but where the river overflowed its original banks to 
form large, shallow bacbJaters, had t he second highest catch 
but had over 40% mor e species than f ound in the other three 
areas (the tail waters, the upper and the lower r each). 
These data indicate that the best qualitative and yet 
adequate quantitative sample is to be found in the transitory 
reach of impounded streams . Esc hmeyer (1943) notes that mi gra-
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most part stream fish do not present a stable population and at 
some time or other they are in transit to other locales . Initia-
tory factors of this movement may be phys iological such as 
spawning micration or t~opic response to current, fluctuating 
water stages, temperature, chemicals, or light. It may also 
be the seeking out of more suitable habitat, movement in feed-
ing, or just plain restlessness . \!l:latever the cause, this "here-
today, t;one-tomorrow" behavior makes it almost an impossible 
task for the stream biologist to get any more than haphazard 
trends on stream population employing any of several of the 
sampli ng techniques now in use. 
Str eam censusing techniques can be divided roughly into 
general classifications: Total standing crop surveys and ran-
dom sampling . The former, because of the Hork involved, is 
limited to small .streams and will be discus sed j_n a later section 
of this paper . Random sampling or spot-checldng various stat ions 
on rivers and streams can be broken dmm into t\-10 categories: 
Active and passive techni ques of taking fish. 
An active method of taking fish invol ves the investigator 
using any and all means to catch fish by his~ efforts . This 
includes seining, angling, poisoning, etc . Embody (1939) ad-
vocated the use of cresol to chemically stun the fish of a 
-21-
Embody (1939) diverted a trout stream and counted the fish 
trapped in the old channel, v1hile Needham and Rayner (1939) 
pumped sect i ons of a trout stream practically dry and poisoned 
out the remaining pools. The above mentioned t echniques were 
all experimental in nature but the work and time involved 
prevented these methods f r om evolving from the purely experi-
mental into the practical s tege. 
Hoover (1938), working on small trout s treams, blocked off 
portions and with drag seines and a large crew attempted to 
complete removal inside the blocked-off area. His efforts 
varied with the type of bottom. The technique called for the 
most obvious obs tructions to seining to be removed from the 
stream, and his efforts V8.ried from 70% to 100% effective. 
He used the ma.rk and recapture met '.!.od plus dynamite to arrive 
at the efficiency fi gures. Gerking (1949), working on a small, 
warm water stream in Indiana, arrived at an 88% efficiency 
determination with a dr aG s eine. Despite the high seining 
efficiencies in these operations, and the theory that the seine 
is relatively non- selective, the technique is of a very question-
able worth when applied to l ar ge s treams or rivers. Obstruc-
tions such as snacs, boulders and t he like , rock ledees, un-
even bottoms, current , and t he varied escape ac tions of t he 
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year, crappies the next , and catfish the next. More often than 
not, due to the prefidious nature of fish, the net comes in 
empty or ~ith just a tubful for a 500-foot piece of web . It 
is felt that this changine occupation dominance is due to one 
species occupying the concentration point in advance of another 
and r emaining there for the winter, or that several spec i es 
move in and out of the same concentration point at diff erent 
times dur i ng the winter . 
In over flow ponds tjis is apparent, but f or another reason . 
An early hi gh water period favor s the occupation of certain 
ponds almost completely by buffalo, an ear ly spa,·mer. \'lhile 
in other years, when the high water comes late in the spring, 
. these same ponds are occupied almost excl usively by carp, a 
late spring or early summer spawner . 
The second group of techniques to spot check stream popu-
lations involves passive fishing in which the fish entra.ps it-
self. The investigator sets various types of throated nets, 
wire or wooden traps, gill nets or trammel nets, ancl the move-
ment activities of the fish cause it to become ensnared or en-
trapped. Wit h the exception of the gill net and trammel net , 
which may be float ed with the current, all other gear ar e set 
in fixed positions . 
nets, experimental or standa .. 'd. \1fhen floating the tranunel 
or gill nets, the same limitations and obstructions which hinder 
seinine also limit these operations. 
The conunon name for v1ebbed traps vary from area to area, 
and rather than describe each piece of equipment, the names used 
in the folloHing discussion are those standardized and described 
in the Proceedings of the second annual meeting of the U. M. R. CC., 
Jan. 28, 1946. Little has been accomplished in testing the 
efficiency of the various types of webbed traps. However, the 
U. M. R. CC. (1948), in a preliminary report · on test netting 
in the northern section of the river, state that the trap net 
has proved to be an efficient and yet relatively non-selec tive 
type of gear . Being equipped with a shore lead, it is diffi-
cult to fish in swift water. For this type of environment 
they suggest the use of a buffalo net or plain hoop net. 
Scott (1949) found that in a small, clear stream hoop nets 
were more effective than were wire traps, and that the Hing 
net's efficiency was greatly impaired by trash lodging a gains t 
the wings. Miller (1943) found that hoop nets set in the tail 
race of a dam failed to catch proportionate shares of white bass, 
sauger, largemouth, and gar, which were knovm to occur in zreat 




baskets were equally effective in some areas but varied in others, 
the location of the set beinG the determining factor. These types 
of gear were found to be most effective in quiet water. He 
found that hoop nets and \vire baskets ·were ineffective to the 
taking of centrachids and f.izzard s had. A permanent wier and 
trap took the blue cat quite effectively but failed to show 
the heavy populations of flathead and channel cat found in the 
immediate area of the trap in a subsequent poisoning operation. 
This indicates a lack of movement in the tvJO species. 
In our investication of Eastern Iowa streams we have found 
the trap net 1 despite its limitations, to be the most effective 
method of takin~ a qualitative and yet quantitative sample of 
fish. The use of steel l ead and net stakes permit its use over 
any bottom except bed rock, and mode:o.:'a.tely svfift lvater can be 
fished by a diagonal set. The set is relatively ineffective 
during a flood or after the leaves begin to drop, as the nets 
are either torn out or plueged with trash. Hoop nets, without 
leads or frames and s et in deep water are highly selective to 
the ta '~ing of catfish anc~ suckers. Occ.:tsionally centrachids and 
carp are taken in these sets, but their numbers are far from 
indicative of the actual population . These net s can be fished 
either with bait or ''ithout. Bait ed nets are more effective 
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a reasonably accurate method of checking trends in stream 
fish populations. Harrison (1948 ) f ound that fish use the 
fishtvay roughly in proportion to species com:Josi tion found in 
the area immedia t ely belo·w the dam, indicating that fish"\.1/a.ys 
are non-selective, a t l east to l er ge r species of fish. McLeod 
and Nemenyi (1940) found that 50% of the fish using the fish-
way passed into the trap by June lst and 80% by July 15. 
Although not stated, this movement corresponds with the spring 
stage rise and with the known spawning dates of the fi~h using 
the fis hway. This fea tu:ce \vould t end to rush the survey party 
during the months of heavy usage . 
Restrictions to the gene1~ a1 use of fishv1ays a.s cens us 
techniques are numerous but not insurmountable since most 
streams in the state have a sufficient number of dams scattered 
throughout their various reaches . The use of identical Gear, 
i •· e. fish\·Jays o.nd tra~Js, in several a.rcas of a river should 
provide for aoomparison of relative abundance of individual 
spec ies, even thouth data on the total abundance cannot be 
obtained . There would be a tremendous ini t ial expense in 
setting up these fish1,1ays and even after the fish\ifays were 
put in and made as attract i ve as poss ible, they would need con-
stant r emedial maintenance to keep them functioning properly 
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t he return of tagged fish in a sampl~ . Harrison (1951) tagged 
4032 channel cat internally, and in three years ' time he 
examined 35,000 specimens of which only 95, or 2.1%, were 
tagged. He states that ·marking fish offers little in a 
stream\.rise inventory of channel cat. Thompson (1933) re-
covered 124 tagged river species from a tagged sample of 6815 
in a 5-year period. He \·Jas hovrever working on micra. t ion and 
not popuation estimates. Of 3500 t ageed channel c~t s in the 
Mississippi RivFr (U. M. R. CC . - 1950) a total of 264 were 
returned in a 3-year pe r iod and most of the returns were, as 
i n Thompson's study, made by commerical fishermen . Tate (MS) 
tagged 243 smallmouth bass in several small streams and r e took 
23 mostly through his mm anglin~ efforts . The indic '-'.tions 
therefore are that population estimations on tagged stream 
fish \<Till be limited by the small number of returns and the 
difficulty encounter~d in gettin~ the stream an~ler to r eturn 
the tags and other data on his untagged catc h . It has been 
found very difficult to make a mal~ k a.nd r ecapture estimation 
of stream populations here in Northeast Iowa , due to variations 
in populations enterin~ or exiting the survey area. A 10% 
return in five days netting is considered very high, and 
estimations of populations are severely limited by daily net 
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To secure data on the standing crop of a stream, a complete 
or nearly complete fish removal pro[ram should be used. By 
covering an entire stream the errors of random sampling can be 
minimiz ed. At present the most effective method is the use of 
electric fishing gear , however, the limitations of this method 
confine its use to small, relatively shallow, clear-water streams. 
For this reason most stream s hocking surveys have been confined 
to trout streams. Most of the pioneer vrork in the United States 
wa s accomplished with an alternating current electric generator. 
At present many states are experimenting with direct current 
shockers and report they prefer thi s method to t he al ternating 
current shockers (Omand, 1950). Smith et al (1949), Haskell 
(1940), and others worked on complete stand i ng crop esti-
mation on trout streams using an al ternat ing current shocker. 
They report that streams up to 50 feet wide wi th holes 8 fe et 
in depth were successfully sampled. Rayner (1949), in point-
ing out some of the advantages of D. c. shocker over an A. c. 
machine, states that the effective ran[ e is slightly l ess in 
a D. C. machine but the narcot ized fish being attracted to the 
positive pole or grid makes the manner of coll ecting stunned 
fish much more efficient . His experiments show that interrupted 
direct current (lift ing one electrode out of the water or the 
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11 seine 11 found turbidity to be the main limiting factor. He 
lists other general lii:litations as~ 
1. Equipment is cumbe:;.1 some and costly. 
2. The method is effective only in narrow, shallow, clear 
streams. 
3. The effectiveness of the method varies with the chemical 
content of the vrater. 
4. The method is potentially dangerous (to the survey 
party). · 
In experimenting with the electric seine, Funk (op. cit.) 
found that the method 'Has more efficient on l arge fish and after 
blocking of f thre e sections of i lar ge stream, he found its 
effectiveness to vary from 42% to 16% depending on the tur-
bidity, depth, type of bottom and velocity of current. Joeris 
(1949), working vith a s imilar type of electric·seine found it 
functioned best in clear water less than four feet deep, but 
without a blocking seine the fish moved ahead a.nd out of the 
stunning range of the seine . 
The possibility occurs that with the us e of a direct current 
gene11 ator, e. seine or series of grids \vould attract fish from 
their hiding place and hold them concentrated ~round the pos i-
tive poles. This would not only f~cilitate collecting but tend 
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whereas one will tend to balance tho limitations of another. 
Ho·wever 1 unless a reas ·)nably accm.·ate understanding of the 
nature of the various popul ations under invest i [ ation is to 
be had 1 the most efficient met~ods of collecting will either 
fail to produce or their production will lead to entirely 
erroneous assumptions as to the density of certain popul ations . 
If reasonably accurate quantitative yet qualitative informa~ 
tion on trends in major river populations is desired , the fish-
way with appending trap 1 if properly installed, should give the 
best results. A combination of trap and hoop net sets will give 
ind ications as to quantitative and qualitative populat ions on a 
sample area during the time of the investigation only. The same 
applies to the electric seine and the standard webbed seine, 
This information is comparable on an annual basis only i f all 
the physical and biological factors are· constant or nearly so 
at each visitat ion. A great number of sampling stations on a 
restricted watershed would tend to minimize this error. 
Where certain factors prohibit l arge or numerous survey 
parties e.nd a. multi tude of Gear, it v1ould be mo:ce practical to 
work on only one or two s pecies of fish 1 those r ece iving the 
heavies t angling pr essur e , Spec ialized gear to take these 
species can be used and this g.ear can be fished during the 
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becomes more of value with each year's experience, can play an 
important part in determining unverified chances in the rivers 
and streams he works on. It's an occupational disease for a 
technician to question his data. This hypercritical tendency 
causes him t o rationalize the findings and in some cases coraplete-
ly i gnore their apparent obviousness. It is a simple, safe and 
acceptable procedure to base conclusions on positive data . 
How ever, in lieu of positive data, casual observations, nega-
tive findings, and all sorts of tie-ins which come with experi-
ence, should be given some position of cr~dibility and accepta-
bility. 
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CHANNEL CATFISH POPULATION STUDIES UITH NOT2=:s ON VARIOUS 
COLLECTING DEVICES AND T!CIR ~FF:SCTIVE~~~SS 
Harry M. Harrison 
Fisheries Biologist 
For the past six years studies on the populations of 
channel catfish living in the Des Noines River watershed 
have been followed during the open 'vater season of the year .• 
In this work an effort has been made to get information con-
cerning the size of the population and to follow its trends 
be it up, down or static. Concomitant with this work we have 
been seeking out ever-better techniques for sampling catfish 
populations. 
Our successes to this time have not been striking, however, 
some of the results when treated in a certain manner seem to fit 
into a pattern which may be of satisfactory utility. Our failures, 
on the other han~,although much more pronounced and conclusive 
may also be considered as a positive gain to the investigation 
as we have learned to know what is possible in large stream and 
river work. By knowing this, we have been able to streamline 
our surveys to the point that much unnecessary ,,.Jork and tech-
niques of questionable utility have been despenced with and 
more time has become available for studying special problems. 
The purpose of this report is to bring our catfish survey 
.1"\. ·- ... '\ ... ·--- ....... _ """ - ...!l- +-
population work adequately to get figures that have the resemblance 
of being reliable, A search of the literature early in the in-
vestigation revealed that adequate sampling techniques had not 
yet been devised. Hence, in order to determine the best sampling 
methods for the particular problem at hand, sampling techniques 
were studied on a trial and error bas is. These involved the use 
of drag seines of various dimensions, trap nets, box or basket 
traps and baited hoop nets. A brief discussion of the success 
encountered with each of these devices follows. 
Because of a combination of swift current, irregular 
bottoms and the large voltooe of debris such as snags, piles of 
driftwood," wire and boulders in some areas littering the stream, 
drag seines were eliminated as collecting devices, soon after 
the study was initiated. 
Trap nets exhibited little success, because of the difficulty 
of holding them in position in those areas where catfish normally 
move. On those sets made, float ing debris soon filled the leads 
causing them to rol l, and in such circumstance the trap net lost 
its effectiveness. 
The box or basket traps '"ere used for t'm summers vli th 
irregular results. Occasionally these devices took large numbers 
of fish , but then only as individunl sets. The indications 
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catches could be guaranteed even if the right factors for 
catchine catfish exhibited themselves. Partly because of 
this and because box traps are bulky to transport, their use 
has been done away with. 
From the standpoint of effectiveness the baited hoop net 
took catfish in la1•ger numbers and more consistently than any 
other gear. However, to be effectual, stream conditions had 
to be "just about so-so" for trapping fish and the netting sights 
had to be selected with much care. Much of our early work 
centered around perfecting the techniques for setting hoop 
nets and accounting for their everchanging eff iciency. In 
view of this it is felt that much of our beginning data may be 
considerabli warped through the inexperience of knowing the · 
"wheres and whens" of setting hoop nets. This ,.,ill be mentioned 
again later in the report where the catch records are discussed. 
The technique for setting the hoop net was found to. be 
largely a function of locating the net in strerun with respect 
to an array of variable factors. In the early spring during 
lovl v1ater temperatures and high river stages, sets along the 
bank took the perpounderance of fish while channel sets or those 
along middle of the river islands usually failed. Many of the 
best catches during this time of year were taken within 3 to 4 
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With the warming trend of spring and falling water stages, 
nets moved into the main channel or thread of the current 
started to catch more and more fish, and continued to do 
so until the on-set of June floods, at which t ime bank sets 
caught the more fish again. Because of the persistance of 
this situation year after year it is felt that during periods 
of extremely high , . ,ater, i.e. sprins thaws and June floods, the 
most lucrative sets are those made adjacent to the river banks 
while channel or thread of the current sets are better for 
times of lower wa ter . 
Traps set on a river raise always caught many more fish 
than those on falling uaters . This had been demonstrated many 
times during the course of study. Catfish seem to be very sen-
sitive to changing water levels. Nets catching few to no fish 
during receding waters would suddenly fill up with even a 
slight raise. Several times, a raise of an inch or two was 
sufficient to produce good catches. 
With the leveling off of river stages after the June floods 
and during the low summer vraters that follow, hoop nets :ca:cely 
if ever take fish in substantial numbers . This is felt to be a 
condition of static river stages, warm and clearer waters. Of 
course, these are factors that cannot be manipulated , and it 
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young of the year and sub-adults, fish four to 13 or ll~ inches. 
in total length. At this time of year the correct location of 
the net in the river is a critical consideration. An area 
selected for fall nettin~ i s thoroughly sounded out to find 
its deepest pool. When this is located the net is carefully 
set so that it rests at the very bottom of that pool. If care 
is taken in setting the net and good sites are found, excellent 
catches can be assured year after year, if catfish are present. 
By way of interest it is point ed out that in one of our 
fall sets we have taken as many as 3,600 fish in a single net 
in 24 hours time, and in the Humboldt pond, nets set in three 
pools caught on the avera~e of four fish per net hour during 
our fall studies on that area in 1949 and 1950. 
Hoop nets s et in t he f all continue 'to work well up until 
the formation of surface i ce at which time there is an abrupt 
stoppage of catfish movement and any subsequent trapping ~eets 
with no success. 
A part f rom the t hermal, seasonal and varying water stages, 
there are a couple of other f unc t ions affecting hoop net catches. 
The most important of these is affi.liated \ITi th the s pavming 
season. This usually comes between June 20 and July 10. At 
this time and only then hoop nets are particularly effective 
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An additional consideration in hoop netting is that of 
locating the hoop net 1:Ti th respect to cover areas. By and 
large, it can be said that nets should never be set too close 
to cover, neither should they be too far avTay. \ iithout postu-
lating the reasons it has been generally the case that nets set 
in cover do not take the number of fish that those set a few feet 
away. In our work vie like to place the nets ui th their open-
ings or throats ten to twenty feet up-stream from cover areas 
and the nets are alvJays set' \"lith their throats opening dovrn 
stream. 
The various baits used in this study consisted of cheese 
trimming, cut bait, corn and several varieties of commercial 
catfish baits. Considering the factors of effectiveness, ease 
of handling and expense, cheese trimmings out-ranked all others. 
The use of the cheese is simply a mat t er of packing one or two 
pounds of it into bags made of one-half inch mesh vJeb and then 
to tie the bag in the r ear portion of the net. This bait was 
usually sufficient to last from five to ten days. 
In order to get information rela tive to the size or trends 
in the population, techniques involving tagging, fi~clipping and 
catch per unit of effort have been used throughout the course 
of the inves ti8at ion. Of the three, the technique of catch 
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to the small returns of marked fish, there is some reason to 
believe that catfish, at l east, become more secreative after 
marking . Extensive fin clipping ,.,rork near Humboldt has '\·lith-
out exception r esulted in a larger r etake of cl ipped fish a 
season later than during the time the c l ipping operation was 
in progress. This, even though t he clipped fish were being 
returned to the water at the sit e in which they were netted. 
Because of the changing success of hoop ne t catches from 
one set of conditions to another and from season to season, a 
study of catfish population \vill have to take t his into consid-
eration. Otherwise, such things as a fall or summer catc h 
compared to a spring catch or vice versa may and very '"ell 
could indicate trends of higher or lower popul ations in the 
reverse of that which actually exists . For example, a catch 
of one fish in ten net hour ' s t i me in August may come from 
a bigger population than a catch of one fish an hour in the 
spring or two fish an hour in the fall. Simil ar ly a catch 
made on a ris e in the spring cannot be compared to a drop in 
water level s during the same period. 
For the r eas ons that our spring '\.wrk has consist~ntly 
been car ried on over vJider areas and becaus e our catches are 
quit e uniformly good at that time of year, only the results · 
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in each county, are given. Keepers are considered catfish of 
sufficient size to be creeled, and depending upon their body 
condition include fish from ten to twelve inches in total 
length and up, Fiddlers are smaller fish. Our spring sur-
veys are arbitrarily considered those beginning at the time 
the ice goes out and l asting until t~e fish stop using the 
nets iri the early summer or at the time the uater stages have 
leveled off after the June floods. 
TABLE I. Channel Catfish Trapping Records For 
The Des · Moines River Watershed, Spring 1951. 
Fish Total F-ish % Number of Number of No. of Call. 
Count:'l Cg.ught Net Hours Net Ho_lJ.r Kee:Qers Fidd1erf:) Made in C Q..r.. 
, Emmet 11 -5w-- ,01 11 1 
Palo Alto 9 584 .01 9 1 
Pocahontas 20 680 ,02 18 2 1 
· Humboldt 2,658 6,178 .43 487 2,671 7 
Webster 487 1,539 .31 277 210 1 
Boone 322 604 • 53 105 217 1 
Polk 532 549 .99 112 420 2 
Kossuth 6 226 01 6 1 
Total 4;o45 11,278 -:33 __ }.", 02 5----3_, 5:20 _---12---: 
TABLE II. Channel Catfish Trapping Records For 
The Des Moines River Watershed, Spring, 1950. 
Fish Total ·--Fis11-% .. 1iumber of -Number of No . of Coll. 
Count;'l Cau~ht Net Hours Net Hour Kee:Q.ers Fiddlers Made in Co! 
Emmet 5 1,310 .01 26 19 1 
Palo Alto 13 584 .02 12 1 1 
Pocahontas 316 570 .55 89 ·227 1 
Humboldt 1,443 4,126 .34 116 1,327 5 
Webster 
--
Boone 530 1,516 .34 201 329 2 
-- ,... rJnr. 01 1A 1 ()() 1 
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TABLE III. Channel Catfish Trapping Records For 
The Des Moines River Watershed, Spring, 1949. 
Fish Total --Fis b %-1rtunberor--!lrumber of No. of Coll. 
·. C oun tJ-y_ __ c-=-=a u=g=h.:...::t'-- Net Hour~_.l{et Hog.r_ ___ K~ers __ Fiddlers _l1gg_e irL C..Q. 
Emmet 
Palo Alto 
Pocahontas 125 590 .19 29 96 l 
Humboldt 3,595 5,522 .65 175 3,420 6 
\rJebs t er 68 827 . 08 53 15 1 
Boone 188 660 .28 33 .155 l 
Polk 16 566 . 03 5 ll l 
~~~:~·...::..th:..:_.._lj,_ . ......:;9i;:-!;t..f=~-· ~~4 ___ _.!t~·-------R·-- --·--·.:_l_Q_l_._- l ---










TABLE IV. Channel Catfish Trapping Hecords For 










Total ----F-is-h% ____ Nl.unber of Number of 
Net Hours Net Hour Keepers Fiddlers 
592 - .37 77 142 
560 .01 3 4 
·642 .11 35 46 
7,006 .39 130 2,600 
734 .30 54 171 
780 .21 92 44 
1,034 .16 31 135 
No. of Coll. 








,Total ___ -~3 3.--=~ 3.' 11±~_. ____ 1 ..... 3-·-~ 
TABLE V. Channel Catfish Trapping Records For 
The Des Moines River Watershed, Spring 1947 . 
---- Fish Total ---·-- Fisi1%-1iumber of Number of No. of Coll. 
County___ Caught Net Hours Net Hour · Keepers Fiddl~ys Made in CQ. 



























22 10 1 
105 930 5 
31 118 3 31 60 2 
··--·- .. _ 
42 22 z 24rJ 1. 227. _ ____ ]lt_-= 
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TABLE VI. Channel Catfish Trapping Records For 
The Des Moines .River Watershed, Spring, 1946. 
Fish Total Fish % Number of Number of No. of Co11. 





·Emmet- 16 58~~·--· . 02 -- - o 
Palo Alto 85 574 ~15 54 31 1 
Pocahontas 18 534 .03 16 2 1 
Humboldt .544 3,226 .17 59 485 6 
Webster 75 604 .11 15 60 1 
Boone 202 1,820 .11 69 153 3 
Polk 85 990 .09 27 58 2 
~~~!~th 1,0~~ ~~ _  . _ _::_~::.::::J:....-..---25f ==----aof=~.L--~= 
-· 
Discussion of the Data 
During our spring netting operations catfish \vere taken 
ata rate of from about one fish in ten hours up to a fish and 
a half an hour. The Tables show the lower figure, however, in 
case of the bigger catch, the grouping of the data by counties 
reduced the maximum catches by averaging them in with less~r ones. 
Comes now the question if this difference is too great for 
any utility es pecially so vThen differences of this magnitude 
occurs within the same population. The situation has occurred 
many times when netting operations vrere meeting with no success, 
have suddenly "boomed" v.ri th increase in water stage. Although 
the Tables do not demonstrate that phenomena, they do show very 
irradic changes for the same areas from year to year. In the 
case of Emmet County, for example, \ve see the catch about one 
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to changes in river conditions which make netting operations 
better or poorer. The only recourse to correcting those 
variances is that of longer netting per iods. The logic of 
this argument is seen in the case of the Humboldt County data. 
Because there are two forks, the main stem and an impoundment 
in the Des Heines River in that county, we have more sampling 
stations and fish a greater part of the year there. This pre-
sents better chances of having the nets in during good fishing 
conditions and in turn has always enhanced the over-a~~ catch. 
Now, there is no question but what Htmlboldt county has always 
had good catfish population, but excellent catches have been 
made upon occassion on other areag. This too leads to the 
belief that good catfish populations are not the exception 
in other are~s of the Des Moines. 
Because of the many exce ptions that appear in hoop net 
catches and for the reasons that l arger samples make for more 
creditable results , it is felt frc~ the work at hand that the 
best analysis for the catfish populations in the Des Moines 
River is that of the total year's catch. These figures appear 
in the tables and from those tables the catch per net hour is 
pictured in graphic form in Figure I. 












result ed in poor catches for those years. A dry spring in 1950 
with f ewer river rises explain the drop in the population for 
that year. Considering these factors, the dotted line pro-
bably more nearly indicates the population trends for the 
period of study 1946 -51. This line ind i cates nearly static 
population figures. From pole and l ine fishing s uccess and 
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IOWA \•JATERFO\JL f.L:~ASON AND R~C'ULATIONS - 1951 
James G. Sieh 
Game Biologist 
The 1951 w'ater fm·Tl season opened throughout the state on 
October 12th and closed on November 25th. Shooting was allovred 
opening day from noon until one hour before sunset. Each day 
thereafter the season opened one-half hour befoxe sunrise and 
closed one hour before sunset.* 
The bag limit of ducks Has four (4) per day; and the 
possession limit after the first day, eight (8), with only 
one (1) wood duck in possession at any time, 
The bag and possession limit of geese w2.s four (4). Not 
more than tvTo (2) of the limit could have been Canada, Hutchins', 
Cackling, or lfhite-fronted geese . Two (2) of any of the above 
may have been included in the limit~ The entir e bag could have 
been made up of either blue or snow ceese or any combination of 
them. 
The bag and posses sion limit of coot and mudhen ,.,as ten(lO). 
There was no open s eason on wilson or jack snipe, woodcock, 
grebe, r ails (except coot) and gallinules, mourning dove, and 
S\'lan. 
The 1948, 1949, and 1950 water fow l seasons and r eEulations 
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on October 21st and closed on Novembe r 29th. In 1950 the season 
opened on Oc t obe r 2Oth and closed November 2 3r d. 
'vi ATERF01:!L BAG CHBCKS 
The Iov1a Conserva tion Commis s ion reques t ed conservation 
officers to mal{e vJate:.: fm·il ba e; checlcs f or the 1951 open sea son 
by completing tally ca:.'ds. This ua.s the fou:,: th year t his 
program vias undertaken t o detel~mine t he Hat erfoHl kill sit -
uation in Iov1a during the open s eas on. 
Conservation officers checked 9,955 hunte rs in the field 
and returned 1050 ca r ds repr esenting 77 counties in the s t ate 
(Table I). This, by no means, i nd ica t ed all the \·Ja terf m'll 
killed in Iowa dur ing the 1951 open season. I t does, however, 
provide a measur e of the kill in 1951, and data comparable vJith 
that of the 1948, 1949, a nd 1950 kill samples. Officer s r e turned 
541 cards r epresenting 72 counties in 1940 , 651 cards repr esenting 
72 counties in 1949, and 644 cards r epres enting 71 coun t i es in 1950, 
THE 1951 HATERF01.JL XILL SAHPL:I I N IO\JA 
the Sta te Conserva tion Commiss ion has inves tiga ted the 
waterfowl kill in Iowa dur inG each open season since 1948 . The 
1951 kill sample \·Jas lar g e l~ the.n a.ny pr evious sample t a ken, and 
from a hunte r stand :)oint i nd i cat ed t be mos t successful ,.w.ter ... . 
fm-rl s eason since the stuc~ y · \•Jas initiated. Thi s s tudy has 
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In 1951 the total recorded kill sample of 13,870 birds 
included sixteen species of ducks and mer gansers. This sample 
compared favorably with the kill sample of 4,666 birds in 1950, 
5,906 birds in 1949, and 6,085 birds in 1948. This year (1951) 
only 469 geese of three species fell below the exceptional 1949 
goose kill which was represented by 740 birds. In 1950 only 
441 geese were recorded from the "~dat erfov!l bag check cards, and 
in 1948 only 206 ,..,ere sar:1pled. 
Mallards totaled 53. 07~ of the agr.:;rega te kill sample and 
were represented by 7,3 54 birds in 1951. In 1950 mallards 
totaled 50.2% of the kill or 2,344 birds; i n 1949 this species 
represented l~6. 3% of the kill or 2, 735 birds ; and in 1948 reached 
54.7% of the kill sarr1ple totaling 3, 327 birds. It is obvious 
that the mallard is by far the most important species of 
waterfowl to the Im·Ja hunter and has maintained first pl.;-.ce 
of numerical importance in the kill sample. 
In 1951 blue-winged teal uere a~ain second in numerical 
importance according to the officers' bag checks, and totaled 
10 .8% of the recorded kill or 1,502 birds . In 1950 this species 
represented 13.7% of the kill or 637 birds; in 1949 represented 
11.7% of the kill or 691 birds. In 1948 the blue-vlinged teal 
represented only a ~mall 2.9% of the sample or 174 birds. The 
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1951 when the waterfowl season opened respectively on October 
21st, October 20th, and on October 12th. In 1948, when the 
waterfowl season opened nine days lat er on November 29th, 
the blue-winged teal harvest HCJ.S approximately 9·.0% less 
according to the officers' bag che c~cs. This \ITould indicate 
that the later opening date ~robably resulted in the reduced 
harvest of blue-wings in 1948. 
Pintails reached third pl ace in numerical i mportance in 
the kill sample for the first time in 1951. This season (1951) 
pintails accounted for 9.0% of the total kill sample or 1,252 
birds. In 1950 this species represented 6.2% of the kill sample ; 
in 1949 reached 10.9% or 643 birds ; and in 1948 ~omprised 8.9% 
of the kill sample or 5)_1-6 birds . From these data it can be 
concluded that this species can be expected to contribu-te 
about 9 . 0% of the kill sample in Im·.ra during a successful 
open season. 
Green-winged teal d ropped to f ourth place in numerical 
importance representing 6.4% of the kill sample or 885 birds 
in 1951. During the 1950 open season this species represented 
8.6% of the kill sampl e or 399 birds; 11.4% of the kill sample 
or 671 birds in 1949 ; and 12.6% or 766 birds in 1948. Green-
winged teal have shm·rn a continuous percentage decrease since 
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resented by 787 birds in 1951. In 1950 this s,ecies contri-
buted 7.5% of the sample or 351 birds~ 5.4% or 317 birds in 
1949 ; and 7.2% or 439 bi~ds during the 1948 bag check . 
l.:Jood ducks retained si:~th place in numerical importance 
in the 1951 kill sample representing 3.3% of the kill sample 
or 464 birds. In 1950 this species represented 3.2% of the 
kill or 148 birds. In 1949 wood ducks total ed 2.3% of the kill 
sample or 133 birds, and 1.9% of the kill or 114 birds in 1948. 
\:Jaterfowl bag checks have inc!icated an increased harvest of 
wood ducks for four (4) consecutive years. It is probable 
that this also indicates an increased population of wood ducks 
and/or greater abundance of the species in the state during the 
open season. 
The remaining eleven species of ducks and mergansers 
represented in ag gregate 12% of the total kill sample in 1951 
and in 1949. In 1950 these same species in a~ ~re ~ate represented 
10.6% of the kill s ample, and ll.~of the sampl e in 1948 . None 
of these eleven species of ducks or mergansers exceeded 1.9% 
of the total kill sample in 1951, nor 2.1% of the sample in 
1950. In 1949 none of these same species exceeded 3.2% of the 
recorded sample, nor 2.9% during the 1948 open season. It is 
apparent that there has been little change in t~e percentage 
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were represented by 27.2% of the kill sample in 1951. No 
white-fronted geese were reported in the 1951 or 1948 kill 
samples. Nine white-fronts were reported from the 1949 bag 
checks, and only 1 was reported in 1950. 
The average hunter in Iov1a bagged one duck in 1.87 hours 
of hunting in 1951. In 1950 the same avera~e hunter required 
4.1 hours of hunting to !..:ill one duck, 3.2 hours 1.vere required 
in 1949, and 2.3 hours in 19lt-8. The 1951 Haterfmvl season was 
by far the most successful duck harvest recorded since 1948 
(figure 2). Goose hunting was slightly poorer in 1951 re-
quiring the average hunter 52 hunting hours to kill a goose 
which in 1950 required lt-1.1 hours afield. In 1949 the same 
average hunter required only 25.4 hunting hours to lcill a 
goose which in 1948 required 67.6 hours afield. 
Hunters who had taken nothing averaged 2.1 hours in the 
field when checked by conservation officers in 1951, 3.3 hours 
in the field in 1950, 2.8 hours in 1949, and 2. 2 hours in 1948. 
Throughout the state, conserva.tion officers checked 9,944 hunters 
who had hunted 25,430 hours d m· ing the 1951 open season, and 
5,170 hunters vrho had hunted 19,132 hours during the 1950 
open season. Officers checked more hunters, 5, 862 in 1949, 
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hours required to kill one duck during the.l948 , 
and 1951 open seasons in Imva. 
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Conservation officers checked 1,907 two-man hunting 
parties this season (1951), 979 iwo-man pa~ties in 1950, 
951 two-man parties in 1949 5 and 822 such parties in 1948. 
This year 1,198 persons were checked hunting alone compared 
with 572 one-man parties l ast year, and 523 one-man parties 
in 1949. In 1948 there were 700 one-man parties checked. 
In 1951 there vrere 800 three-man hunting pa1· ties compared 
with 434 ljast year, 494 in l9Y·9, ancl. 417 checked in 1948. 
Lare;er groups v1ere still the exception, and very fe'l"l parties 
numbel"'ing eight or more hunters \vere checked this season. 
The data compiled during the last four waterfowl seasons 
have indicat ed that mallards provide approz imately one-half 
of the total ducks harvested in Iowa. Blue-winGed teal have 
maintained second place in ntrrnerical importance in the 1949 5 
1950 and 1951 kill sampJ.es. In 1948 this species represented 
only 2.9% of the kill sample indicating that blue-wings can 
be expected to represent about 12% of the ag~regate kill sample 
when the waterfowl s eason ovens on or before October 20th in 
Iowa. Green-winged teal have s hm·m a continuous percentage 
decrease since 1948, while the sample ).{ill of Hood ducks has 
shown a continuous percentage increase. An increased harvest 
of any \•Taterfowl species in Im·Ja. indicates that more hunting 
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Conservation office~s have contributed to the waterfowl 
program by completing and returning their waterfowl bag checks 
each year , If waterfowl shooting in the State of Iowa is to 
be improved, more complete iv<?.terfowl bag checks will help and 
are needed, All conservation officers are a ~ain urged to con-
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Number of Hunters 
Hours Hunted 
34 20 16 8 10 26 99 14 238 3 
















5 121 197 8 13 74 40 275 9 139 
2 
3 
31 13 1 
1 1 :3 1 
17 1 2 
57 8 3 6 
20 5 1 2 31 










































TOTAL DUCKS 10 31..9 294 30 21 153 136 485 30 226 
Canada Geese 1 28 2 5 
Blue Geese 5 12 
Snow Geese 14 
W. F. Geese 
Other Geese 






TABLE I CONT'D 
RECAPITU1ATION OF DUCK KILL BY COUNTY 
(I) 
Q) s:: 
otj Q) s:: 0 
s:: M s H ·rl (I) Q) Q) 0 0 (1) ~ 0 s:: ::s ~ ~ 't-i a:l (I) ~ :::E: ·rl cr' +> +> s:: ~ r-i -rl a:l m ..!<: ::s Q) Q) 
·rl fi~ r-i :> 0 r-i (I) (.) ,..0 ~ >, r-i .. ~ ~ Q) Q) Q) ·rl s a:l 0 l.::~ ~ Q Q Q r:r.. 
~ Total NTh~be~ Hunters Checked: 25 35 23 11 36 188 279 186 367 12 
Total Number of Hours Hunted 52 111 38 u 40 518 655 43l 459 18 
None Taken : 
Number of Hunters 6 18 2 2 27 29 103 81 6 
Hours Hunted 5 47 l 2 78 34 214 96 8 
Mallar·d 49 l'! 26 6 8 256 4~0 32 174 3 
Black Duck 5 2 
Gad1r1all 3 9 1 l 3 
I Baldpate 13 3 
\0, Pintail 18 4l 8 30 \0, 
I G. l-1 . Teal 6 5 u 2 59 1 
B. W. Teal 4 2 4 70 5 96 3 
Shoveller ·9 6 
Wood Duck 4 5 2 5 10 ll l 
Redhead 4 l 34 3 3 
Ring-necked 6 5 5 
Canvas-back l l 8 29 8 8 
Blue-bill 5 
' 
9 2 12 15 16 13 
Golden- eye 9 4 2 
Bufflehead l 3 
Ruody Duck 2 2 2 
Merganser 2 2 
TOTAL DUCKS 56 
-
27 37 15 23 J29 671 93 415 8 
Canada Geese 4 4 l 
Blue Geese 1 3 l 
Snow Geese 1 1 
vl. F. Geese 
Other Geese 
TOTAL GEESE l ') 4 5 1 
Total Number Hunters Checked: 
Total Number of Hours Hunted 
None Taken: 


























W. F. Geese 
ather Geese 
TO'T'AL GEESE 
TABLE I CONT'D 
RECAPITULATION OF DUCK KILl Br COUNTY 
s:: 
s:: s:: +' 0 (]) 0 ~ 0 '"0 s:: (/l 
:>:, ..-i +' 0 (/l '"0 r-1 0 r-. r-. 
'"0 r-. r-i 0 ·r-i r-. 0 (/l (]) (]) § ..c ·r-i 0 r-. ~ 1 ~ ~ 0.. If-! +' s s:: r-. 0 (/l If-! ~ ;::j ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ (]) t..:J · ::t: H '""? 
35 151 269 154 77 30 10 21 253 100 48 
61 440 1229 378 497 41 15 43 857 144 28 
9 67 88 39 8 6 5 20 33 21 
12 200 ~80 86 32 9 11. 1..6 :n 12 
14 70 142 79 101 25 16 18 331 44 8 
2 14 3 2 
6 4 5 12 tJ. 
1 1 1 1 50 
2 7 8 13 16 7 2 1 48 9 
2 6 30 16 20 4 8 
1 22 41 87 1 1 3 23 1 
3 14 8 2 6 1 
6 10 8 5 3 2 46 2 
2 4 6 13 1 1 
1 1 4 23 
1 1 1 1 2 
5 10 3 5 33 14 24 
2 
1 
1 4 6 6 
4 2 
19 130 270 227 180 36 19 26 600 87 37 
2 11 
7 3 2 1 2 2 2 
4 4 1 1 1 




Total Number Hunters Checked:208 
Total Number of' Hours Hunted 608 
None 'T'aken: 
















































TABLE I CONT t D 
RECAPITULATION Of DUCK KilL BY COUNTY 
ctl 
ro ro 
•ri qj s:: 
::s <.> 0 
0 ::s 
.3 ~ ~ 
432 98 23 
712 237 34 
29 2 
/:9. 1: 































































































TO'T'AL DUCKS 423__'l4__ll41_____208 __ _56_ 13 S4 _ 47 __ 81_ 201~235 
Canada Geese 7 8 2 7 3 
Flue Geese 8 6 4 3 4 5 9 
Snow Geese 2 2 1 2 5 11 
W. F. Geese 
Other Geese 
TOTAL GEESE 1 !7- 16 7 ~ },_ 7 . 21_ - _lL.. 
TABLE I CONT'f. 







~ ~ () r-1 
0 0 p.. P-c 
Total Number Hunters Checked: 75 206 
Total Number of Hours Hunted 
None Taken: 
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I G. W. Teal 



































Cl'l ~ X >.. Q) ~ ~ H ~ ~ () 0 0 0 Cil () •r-f ~ ro p.. (/) (/) (/) (/) E-< 
16 329 112 100 144 1/) 
9 417 271 151 223 80 
6 103 28 26 12 20 
'* 
29 56 3!J. 2Q 38 
18 153 56 50 67 7 
3 1 
4 3 2 
7 1 
23 27 6 25 3 
24 15 24 5 1 
65 18 4 76 10 
t 2 2 2 
5 1 6 8 
14 2 2 
1 l 8 
3 l 4 





0 Q) 0 
~ •n tiD 
0 tiD ..c: ro 
r-1 s:: s:: Cl'l .0 
r-1 Q) •r-f Q) Q) Q) 
Q) H ..c: ~ s:: s:: 0.. H Cl'l s:: s:: 
~ ~ · ~ ~ •r-f •r-f ::::: ::::: ::::: 
57 6 20 52 3 251 
114 8 14 211 ll 925 
15 2 3 7 29 
3Q 2 3 18 8l. 





2 1 5 8 
16 3 109 
3 
3 l 1 2 24 
2 1 
3 

















TOTAl DUCKS l CO 172 ~54 20 340 160 104 215 30 70 4 14 66 5 505 41 
Canada Geese 1 3 7 ~ 
Blue Geese 2 12 4 
Snow Geese 8 3 
W. F. Geese 
Other Geese 





TOTAL GEESE 2 21 10 7 8 _ 29 _ k_~l r 
·-
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COMBINED TOTALS AND PJ:RC3NTAC-ES 
- ---·1§B-i_9~-.:-r92Q-19 51 . . ... _ 
Hunters Seen Bags Not C~ecked 




five (5) or moTe than 5 
Total Number of Hunters 
Total Hours Hunted 
None Taken ; 







G. vl. Teal 










3,413 2··, so~·-"""'b,"Boo 
700 523 572 1;198 
822 951 979 1,907 
417 494 434 800 
215 274 192 362 
----1+-;-?~-·--~~~ ---cl~ ~-·-· 9 '~~~ 
13,926 18 ,802 19,132 25,419 
1,463 2,021 1,921 2,368 
_ __3.i11L __ 5, 563 6__,_31_t0 ___ _5--J.91_2__ __ 
3,327 2,73? 2,34~ 7,3~ 
38 26 71 168 
120 185 98 207 
58 34 50 231 
546 643 291 1,252 
766 670 399 885 
174 691 637 1,502 
175 192 91 244 
114 133 ll~8 464 
102 79 62 264 
48 52 26 138 
47 94 43 229 
439 317 351 787 
21 7 9 36 
30 11 9 10 
61 24 19 70 Ruddy Duck 





H. 'F'. n P. P.~P. 
--- ....:><.6..,_ Q85 ___ ___5_, 906 --- 4 p 66_Q..._13 '8 70 
39 159 73 127 
84 380 181. 214 
70 189 180 128 
q '7 
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+> +> +> +> 
'0 1:1 '0 1:1 '0 1:1 '0 1:1 
Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) 
'd o ro o ro o 'v o 
HH HH f-iH HH 
OQ) Oa> OG> OG> () 0.. () C1-t () C1-t () 0.. ()) co Q) 0" Q) 0 Q) r--l 
p:; :>, _.j- p:; :>, _.j- p:; :>, \.C'\ p:; :>, \.C'\ 
..0 0" ..0 0" ..0 0" ..0 0" 
r--l r--l r--l r--l r--l r--l r--l r--l 
cU rl Ctl r--l cU r--l Ctl r--l 
+> rl +> r--l +> rl +> r--l 
0 ·ri 0 ·ri 0 ·..-! 0 •r-l 
S . E-t ,_.. E-t ""' E-t '"' E-t v nee 1es l· '· o >-1 1'--l ,..._. -~·-·Mallard·------ ---51+:';r~;-·-·- .. -~4-b-. 3~------~2-% ----- 5"'3.-.-:=o~%----
Black Duck 0.6 0.4 1.5 1.2 
Gadwall 2.0 3.1 2.1 1.5 
Baldpate 0.9 0,6 1.1 1.7 
Pintail 8 .9 10.9 6.2 9.0 
G.V. Teal 12.6 11.4 8.6 6.4 
B.W. Teal 2.9 11.7 13.7 10.8 
Shoveller 2.9 3.2 1.9 1.8 
Wood Duck 1.9 2.3 3.2 3.3 
Redhead 1.7 1.3 1.3 1.9 
Ring-necked 0.8 0.9 0.6 1.0 
Canvas-back 0.8 1.6 0.9 1.6 
Blue-bill 7.2 5.4 7.5 5.7 
Golden-eye 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 
Bufflehead 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.1 
Ruddy Duck 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.5 
Merganser..__ <h3_ _0. 2 0. 4 O_,z....~----
TOTAL DUCKS lQ..O,O~ .. --- l0_Q __ • ..9~ __ 10~~ .. -·---~-QQ..J)j ____ _ 
Canada Geese 19.07o 21.5 o lo.b~o 27.i% 
Blue Geese 41.5 51.3 41.7 45.6 
Snow Geese 33.1 25.6 41.5 27.2 
U.F. G~ese 1.2 0.2 
Other Geese 6.4 0 4 
..... TO ...,T..,..A_.;L~G..;;;rE$E"-· '10"'6-,01(----- ·iop: o% -· · 106 . .QL: ___ lO_Q_,_Ql: ___ _ 
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FORl\TEY LA:ill CLA.£{2 NANACS!villNT AJ."SA 
Lest er F. Faber 
Supt. of Federal Aid 
Forney Lake in Fremont County was set up as a game manage-
ment area during the 1951 waterfowl season. A controlled hunt-
ing system similar to that of 1950 was put into operation. 
Twenty-five three men blinds were set up on the 400 acres 
open to public shooting. Thes e blinds were allocated by mail 
reservations and all blinds not so reserved '~ere filled on a 
first CQme first served basis at the area headquarte~s. 
Lett ers seeking reservations \-rere acc epted and p1·ocessed 
at the central office bet"~.."leen September 1st and October lst. 
After October lst, all records were transferred to the ar ea 
headquart ers and all r 2ques ts were processed there. As in 
1950, an applicant was given not more than tHo dates, and party 
size limited to three men and not l ess than bvo i f anyone Has 
waiting to hunt. 
Only two changes \vere made in the system followed . in 1950, 
First, a char ge of $ .50 per man per day was made. Second 1 two 
men were employed to adminis ter the project on the area in-
stead of one. 
It was felt that the controlled hunting system was a bene-
fit to relatively few people from a small portion of the State, 
and that a fee should be charged t o fuelp pay the added costs 
costs are broken into two phases. Admini strat ion costs include 
clerical help and supe:cviso:t·y personnel. Operational cos ts in-
clude installation and ma.intenance of bl inds anc1 other facil ities . 
Costs listed below do not include ~ostage, stationery, mimeographed 
material , etc . 
A0m~nl-..§.~rat i ve_ Costs 
Clerica l help to ~recess 523 pieces of mail for thirty days 
was 138 hours at $. 75 per hour or 0103.50. 
Two lake patrolmen were assigned to process r eservations, 
assign blinds, check l icens es and hunter take, and general 
supervision. Two months salary and expenses for each man was 
charged aga inst the project. 
Clerical Help Costs •. • •.•... ... .• $ 103.50 
Supervisory Costsor•••••••••••••• 1,106 . 64 
Total Administrat i on . ... . . .• .. ... 1, 210.14 
.Que~~ttional Costs 
Costs for installat ion and maintenance of blinds and for 
maintenance of a headquarters for 55 days are as follows: 
Labor- Instal1ation •••• •. ... ..• $450.00 (45 days at ~10.00) 
Labor- Maintenance •••••.•.•••.• 357.00 (51 days at ~7 .00) 
Mater ials •.. • . .•. .••.. •.. ... ..• • 97 . 58 
l'Iileage . ........ \) .. ~ . ~ .. .. " . " . .s • 107 .26 
Tot~l Ouerational 
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$.50 per man the income was $914a50. This ntwber of hunters 
represents only 54% of maximum use or 16% belmv t he 70% utili-
zation experienced in 1950 . Even had the area been used 70% 
an income of $1 7181.00 would still have been only about half 
enough to pay the bill. 
Since weather, either good or bad, wil l always be a factor 
affecting the use of an area further considerat ion must be given 
to the amount of the fee ch2rged for hunting if it i s intended 
that the system pay for itself . 
This year bad weather in the form of high wi nds and ic ing 
condit ions serious l y reduced the use of the area . T~1e following 
table shows the ext ent of utilization durin~ the 1951 season. 
Table 1 
Area Utilization 
:Percent Number Accumulc?.ti ve 
Utilization Days Days 
0-20 7 7 
21- l:.o 12 19 
41-60 10 29 
61-80 10 39 
81-100 6 45 
Bas ed on tho number of res ervat i ons on hand by opening day, 
tho area should be 8?% utiliz ed barring ei ther too good or too 
bad \·Jea t her • 
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as in 1950, everyone w~1o came to the area to hunt was able to 
find blind space available . Avorace number of men per blind 
was 2.4, the same as last year. 
In an effort to deter mine tho r esidence of hunters using 
Forney Lake , all car ds we~e checked f or address of the indiv-
idual representing the party. Of tho 768 hunting parties who 
used the areas 735 ar e count ed. Tho r emaining 33 were listed 
witho'ut their address. 
The 735 parties came f rom 49 Iowa towns and from Omaha. 
The 49 towns were in 26 different counties. 
This picture gives only a general idea as to actual use ·by 
differ ent people since it does not consider r epeats. A further 
check will be made of this point because it is important to 
kn01-.r the number of individuals this ar ea is s erving under the 
controlled hunting syst em. Of tho 633 Iowa parties, 349 were 
from Pottauattamio County. These ar c not cl.iff orent people. 
Many are r epeats since t horo \vas plenty of space this year 
for hunters without r es Ol'Va.tions. 
Hunt i_ng S uc c CJ3...[ 
The 1,829 hunters bagged 2,099 ducks and coots and lost 
460. They bagged 75 gees e and lost 3. Each hunter was re-
quired to have his taRe chocked and tally cards kept. Since 
all cards did not contain comDl ete data. tho following inform-
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compares with 57% with ducks and 43% without ducks i n 1950-
The 1,661 hunters brought in 1,841 ducks, 82 coots and 
69 geese. Hereinafter, the total of ducks and coots will be 
used in discussing birds per hunters, hours per bird, etc . 
The average hunter took home 1.15 ducks for his days effort. 
It required six hours to bag each duck and the avoracc hunter 
hunted 6 hours and 38 minutes per trip. The figure 1.15 ducks 
per hunter per day represents a 30% increase in ducks per hunt -
er per day over 1950, and tho 6 hours per bird meant a 30% 
decrease in the amount of required time to bag each bird. 
Hunters discussing their comparative success on Forney 
Lake could say that they enjoyed bettor than average hunting 
on 22 days, about average on 3 days and poorer than average on 
18 days. They could also say that they enjoyed better than 
average hunting for tv10 consecutive Heeks betueen October 26th 
and November 11th. 
In a later report more attention will be given weather, 
and ice condit ions to obtain a more complete picture on hunter 
use and waterfowl migratione 
Species Qompositi..Q..Il:-:1.921. 
The following table shows species composition of ducks 
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The only significant chance from the species composition 
reported in 1950 was a 5% increase in Lesser Scaup over 1950 
and a 4% decrease in the number of blue wing t eal taken. 
Of the ~9 geese taken 32 were snow gees e , 23 blue geese, 
7 vJhite fronts, 5 Canadian geese and 2 Hutc hins or Lessel' 
Canada. Id entifica.tion uncertain on the l ast tHo . 
One gun accident occurred to mar the two season r ecord. 
One man had an old gun from ~ ~ ich the safety had been removed . 
While leaning on the gun with both hands over the muzzle , an 
accidental disc harge badly maimed one of this mans hands while 
only scratchinG the other . 
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JULY AGE-RATIO AND ROADSIDE RABBIT COUNTS - 1951. 
Glen C. Sanderson 
Game Biologist 
Although there are indications that Iowa's rabbit population 
has recovered somewhat from its very low levels of two years ago 
it is still of much interest and concern to Iowa sportsmen and 
professional wild-lifers. Sanderson (195lc) renorts a state-
wide increase of approximately 16 per cent in the cottontail 
population from February 1950 to February 1951 based on counts 
made by Conservation Commission personnel during those months. 
The majority of the rabbit hunters reported last r"all that 
they believed the rabbi~ population was higher than it was in 
the fall of 1949 (Sanderson, 195ld). Results of the May 1951 
mail carrier rabbit surveys indicate a stateHide increase of 
133 per cent in the rabbit population over the previous year 
(Sanderson, 195la) although it was pointed out that the late 
appearance of spring vegetation in 1951 might partially ex-
plain the increased number of rabbits seen. The July 1951 
mail carrier reports indicate a population level slightly lower 
than the level indicated by reports made in July 1950 (Sanderson, 
195lb). 
In the above reports the possibility of a good spring 
population being folloi~ed by a low mid-stmmer population due 
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least a few more years until '"'e can better evaluate the results 
and . see which ones give the most consistent results. Of course, 
there is always the possibility, or probability, that the rabbit 
population level fluctuates drastically and that the population 
trends in different areas are moving in different directions 
at the same time. Thus the data may be more accurate than we 
realize, even though at times they appear to be inconsistent 
on the surface. 
This report presents the results of the July roadside 
counts made July 15-28, 1951 and results of the age-ratio counts 
made during the period July 1-31, 1951, by conservation officers 
and members of the biology section. A total of 2,292.3 miles 
was driven in 61 counties during the roadside survey and 895 
rabbits were seen. There were 5,025 rabbits from 85 counties 
reported as to age during the survey. The July roadside and 
age-ratio counts were begun in July 1951. For methods and 
details of the first counts refer to Sanderson (1950). 
RESULTS 
The results of the roadside drives are shm~m for each 
\ 
individual county in Table 1. The data are shmvn this '"ay 
so that the actual figures will always be available, although 
county by county comparisons are not usually valid because of 
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each 10 miles of driving are shown by Table 2. The figures 
show a state-wide average density of 3.9 rabbits seen per 
10 miles of driving - the range varying from 2.1 for region 
III (northeast) to 7.9 for region VIII (south central). A 
comparison of the population densities for 1950 and 1951, as 
shown by this table, indicates a state-wide average decrease 
of nine per cent in the population density from July 1950 to 
July 1951. This is very nearly the same as the state-wide 
average decrease of six per cent indicated by the July 1951 
mail carrier reports over the previous year, although region 
by region comparisons do not aeree (Sanderson, 195lb). The 
variations range from a 42 per cent increase in region IV 
(west central) to a 57 per cent decrease in region IX (southeast ) . 
Table 3 presents the age-ratio information reported by the 
conservation officers and members of the biology section. The 
rabbits were classified as young or adult according to size with 
observers asked to list the doubtful ones as a.ge unknmvn. 
Apparently in most cases t here was not too much difficulty 
in identifying the two aee groups. Only 438 (8 .7 per cent) 
of 5,463 rabbits observed werelisted as age unknown. This 
is similar to the seven per cent listed as a ge unknown during 
the July 1950 age-ratio counts (Sanderson, 1950). There \·Tere 
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TABLE I.--Results of the summer roadside r abbit counts made by 
conservation officers and members~f_~Q~bio~_p~stiqn in Ju+x 1951. 
No. R. R I No. R, R I 
.Q.oJJJ1_1y _ __ _l1iles Seen_J..O_Mi_.__ Q .. QJ.ID..'tz. _ _Mlle..s_..,..= S.~.IL-- 10 M1 • 
Scott 40 12 3.0 Union XX XX XXX 
Dubuque 45 3 0.7 Mills 40 3 o.8 
Hancock 62* 16 2.6 Uinnebago 78* 33 4.1 
Des Hoines 35 4 1.1 Sioux 27 38 14.1 
Guthrie 40.3 l.J-3 10.7 Nuscatine 45 2 0.4 
Buchanan 21 7 3.3 Mahaska 33'~ 15 4.7 
Lee 30 10 3.§ Humboldt 37 6 1.6 Fayette 36 3 o. Tama 36 11 3.1 
Appanoose 27 21 7.8 Hapello 29 12 4.1 
Jefferson ~~* 5 1.5 Dickinson Y-1 9 2.2 Osceola 53 6.8 Hardin 39 9 2.3 
Monona 16 19 11.9 Decatur ':<* XX XX XXX 
Howard 32 4 1.3 IOi·Ja 2l~ 26 10.8 
Pot tavrattamie 20 15 7.5 Buena Vista 34 15 4.4 
Calhoun 28.5 36 12.6 Cerro Gordo 40 9 2.3 
Butler 24 6 2.5 Kossuth 47 9 1.9 1.farren 32 24 7.5 Black Hav1k 39 5 1.3 
Marshall 22 13 5.9 Hood bury 40 17 4.3 
I Lucas 30 19 6.3 Cass Ito 3lt- 8.5 
Pov1eshiek 34.5 3 0.9 Had is on 20 22 11.0 
Sac 40 17 4.3 Boone 31 10 3.2 
·- Polk 35 14 4.0 Keokuk 39 3 0.8 Clay 64>:< 30 4.7 Davis 27 7 2.6 
Clinton 42 7 1.7 Jones 59.3 28 4.7 
Shelby 26 11 4.2 Dela.vTare 34 21 6.2 
Emmet 34 7 2.1 Palo Alto 7 11 15.7 
Allamakee 38 9 2.3 Bremer 39 5 1.3 
Linn 72.Y~ 41 5.7 Chickasaw 38 10 2.6 
Page 25 20 8 .0 Dallas 38 9 2.4 Cedar 40 13 3.3 Story XX XX XXX 
Mitchell 37.5 3 0.8 Benton 31 3 1.0 Greene 79* 4 0.5 O'Brien 32 21 6.6 
* Two drives mad e . 
** Observer r epor t ed that he failed to r eceive the instructions. 
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TABLE 2.--A comparison of the relative population 
densities by regions, as determined by the average 
number of rabbits seeQ. per 10 miles in July_w._o and _:)....2.21... __ _ 
AGRICULTURAL - Total No. Percentage Increase 
__ AB_EA ___ I_llgs omrn--"\~-%-0 ~~Lf2~_Q S!2·k--·-o_r_ . P_~9.£.~.§.~.§_-
I 292 3 17 lj .• 2 5. 123 l'SI+ 38f . 
II 319.5 325.5 4.0 2.5 135 82 38-
III 351 322 1.8 2.1 63 67 17f 
IV 304 269.8 3 .8 5.4 116 147 42f 
v 228.2 235.5 '4 .3 2.9 98 69 33-
VI 339.2 353.6 3.4 3.7 117 132 9~ 
VII 133 125 6.7 5.8 90 72 13-
VIII 198 109 7.7 7.9 152 86 .3+ 
IX 227.4 225 5. 8 2.5 131 56 57-
STATE TOTAL 2392.3 2282.4 
-STATE AVERAGE 4.3 3.9 9-
--····-- ·-· ----- ·------· .... --__ .. --
then it seems that the July 1951 roadside counts should have 
show-n an increase over the 1950 counts, since the number of 
young per a.dul t was essentially the same for the tvJO years ·. 
Since the data indicate a slight decline in rabbit numbers 
instead of an increase du::...1 ine; this period, the11 e must be an 
explanation for it. This explanation may be inadequate data, 
or there may have been a heavier adult mortality after February 
1951 than there was in 1950. 
It must be borne in mind that the July age-ratio counts 
take into account only the young from the first nesting peak. 
In a "normal11 year this first peak is pl1 obably the important 
one in cottontail reproduction; however, in a year with a late 
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TABLE 3.--Results of the July 1951 rabbit age-ratio counts 
made b:t: conservation officers and memqers of the biology secti<m.,_ 
Rabbits Seen 
Age No. reported Young per 
Count:t: Ads Young pnk as to age adult 
Adair 4o 61 0 101 1.5 
Adams XX XX XX XXX XXX 
A11amakee 38 18 0 56 0.5 
Appanoose 59 168 9 227 2.8 
Audubon XX XX XX XX XXX 
Benton 12 29 2 41 2.4 
Black Hawk 30 42 0 72 1.4 
Boone 15 15 6 30 1.0 
Bremer 13 23 0 36 1.8 
Buchanan 13 26 1 39 2.0 Buena Vista 46 97 18 143 2.1 
Butler 18 41 10 59 2.3 
Calhoun 13 34 18 47 2 .• 5 
Carroll 10 10 7 20 1.0 
Cass 34 82 17 116 2.4 
Cedar 8 38 3 46 4.8 Cer·ro Gordo 32 61 5 93 1.9 
Cherokee XX XX XX XX XXX 
Chickasaw 3 18 4 21 6.0 
Clarke XX XX XX XX XXX 
Clay, 48 91 10 139 1.9 
Cl e.yton 34 22 0 56 0.6 
Clinton 6 28 5 34 I+. 7 Crawford 7 18 5 25 2.6 
Dallas 7 41 2 48 5.9 
Davis 0 11 5 11 
Decatur XX XX XX XX XXX 
DelavJare 6 19 7 25 3.2 
Des Moines 11 32 2 43 2.9 
Dickinson 35 110 9 145 3.1 
Dubuque 7 3 0 10 0.4 
Emmet 18 43 0 61 2 .lf-
Fayette 4 14 4 18 3.5 Floyd 6 8 1 14 1.3 
Franklin 3 13 2 16 4 .. 3 
Fremont 22 44 0 66 2.0 
Greene 8 6 3 14 0,8 Grundy 8 17 8 25 2.1 
Guthrie 30 46 0 76 1.5 
Hamilton 21 28 0 49 1.3 
HAn0.o0.k 22 ~4 2 56 1.5 
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Table 3 cont. 
Rabbits Se_~--·--
Age No. reported · Young per 
Ads 1 Young Unk g.s to age ad1Jl,t 
Johnson 7 7 0 14 1.0 
Jones 17 48 5 65 2.8 Keokuk 6 12 9 18 2.0 Kossuth 32 63 0 95 2.0 Lee 35 78 1 113 2.2 Linn 23 121 10 144 5.3 Louisa 1 8 0 9 8.0 Lucas 28 48 10 76 1,7 
Lyon XX XX XX XX XXX 
Madison 15 70 6 85 l~. 7 
Mahaska 2 4 0 6 2.0 
Marion XX XX XX XX XXX 
Harshall 29 78 24 107 2.7 
Mills 47 70 0 117 1.5 
Mitchell 15 9 6 24 0.6 Monona 20 40 9 60 2.0 Monroe XX XX XX XX XXX 
Montgomery XX XX XX XX XXX 
Muscatine 2 10 0 12 5.0 
. O'Brien 7 21 2 28 3.0 Osceola 116 198. Y·l 314 1.7 
Page t~l 76 0 117 1.9 
Palo Alto 25 34 3 59 1.4 Plymouth XX XX XX XX XXX 
Pocahontas 13 18 2 31 1.4 
Polk 3 47 0 50 15.7 Pottawattamie 89 85 0 174 1.0 
Pm·Tes hiek 4 21 2 25 5.3 Ringgold XX XX XX XX XXX Sac 31 60. 0 91 1.9 Scott 18 23 2 41 1.3 Shelby 7 25 5 32 3.6 Sioux 55 39 17 94 0.7 Story 10 17 2 27 1.7 
Tama 8 20 2 28 2.5 
Taylor XX J~X XX XX XXX 
Union XX XX XX XX XXX 
Van Buren XX XX XX XX XXX 
Wapello 15 92 11 117 6.1 
\'Jarren 24 71 9 95 3.0 
T. T . - 1- ~ ·- - · .J- - ·- ~ ..... ~ ..... 
. I 
month. However, the age ratios obtained from leg bones saved by 
cooperating hunters should help to shed some light on the rela-
tive i mportance of the t uo cottontail nesting periods . 
It appears that there may be an inverse correlation be-
tween February population dens i ties and July age-rat ios, and a 
direct corr elat ion beti-Jeen July popul ation densities and age-
ratios (Table 4). The data seem to indicate that counties vlith 
lower February population dens ities had a greater number of young 
per adult during July than did counties with higher February 
population densities. The reverse appears to be true for July 
population dens i ties, because counties that had the lower J uly 
levels had a lm.,rer numbe:c of young per adult than coun·cies that 
had the hi gher dens i t i es. This apparent correlation may be the 
r esult of inadequate information rather than a real correlation 
and should be used with caution until more data are available. 
Age ratios for each agricultural area are shown in Table 5. 
These data do not indicate a correlation between February or 
July population densities and July age-ratios on an area basis . 
Perhaps this indicates t hat there is too much variation in the 
rabbit popul at ions of the var ious counties within each of the 
agricultural areas to consider each of t hem as a unit . 
The results of this survey indicate that on a state-wide 
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TABLE 4.--A comparison of February and July roadside 
____ .:::;.d .;:;.e,n~s:;.;l=-· t=i~L<!..nd num.)Je~_of LQ.}.mf.; pel' _aqul t_jlu_ring July~-----
____ __l_e.Q.!:uar y 19511 ___ - · ··--. ____ }_l!lY.: 1951 --·- · 
· R. I 10 No . young per adul t>:• R. I 10 No. young 
___!!!1ill._ (during July)______  mi les J_Le_r adult:~ 
o.o-0 . 9 2 . 2 o·:o-o. 9 1 . Ei"-
1.0-1. 9 2.2 1. 0-1 . 9 2.0 
2. 0-2.9 2.1 2.0-2 . 9 1 .9 
3 . 0-3 . 9 2.0 3 . 0-3 . 9 2. 1 
4 .0-4.9 1 .8 4 . 0-4.9 2 . 4 
5. 0 & over _ 1 . 6 __ ·----~-Q & _ovg_r ___ .-2.,_Q________ _ 
1 Feb . roadside densit i es be.sed on information in Sanderson (1951). 
* All counties f all i ng within each density cl ass are aver aged to-
get her f or age-rat io information . 
TABLE 5. - - Number of young per adult for each 
agr iculturaL a:J;'e~ __ ba~.~Sl_Qll___I.uly _1..2.5l_~ge-l'a.t_t...Q_...£~pol.:._ts ·'-o--=-~-,-­

















2 . 2 
3 . 1 
1 . 5 
2 . 5 
3. 6 
2 . 0 
____ .....:CR:..:.."l, seen _/..:_J_O mi. ) .. (!\ . seen/~mi.) 
2 . 7 5.o 
3.7 2 . 5 
1.6 2 . 1 
3 . 0 5. 4 
2 . 4 2 . 9 
1.6 3.7 
3 . 9 5. 8 
3 . 2 7.9 
1.8 2 . 5 
2 . 9 3 . 9 
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these ver)?al reports, it uoPld seem to indicate that the second 
peak in production of young was unusually important to the 1951 
rabbit crop. 
SUMMARY 
1. Results of the July 1951 roadside rabbit drives made by 
conservation officers and members of the biology section are 
presented. 
2. Nearly 2,300 miles vTere c1rive ~1 in 61 counties during the sur-
vey and 895 rabbits were seen, 
3. The figures reveal a state-wide average density of 3.9 rabbits 
seen per 10 miles of driving. 
4. A state-wide averaee decrease of nine per cent in the rabbit 
population density from July 1950 to July 1951 is indicated by 
the results of this survey. 
5. Results of the July 1951 age-ratio counts made by conservation 
officers and members of the biology section are presented. 
6. More than 5,ooo rabbits from 85 counties were reported as to 
age. 
7. There were 2.0 young per adult reported form July 1951 as 
compared to 2.1 young per adult during the s ame period for the 
previous year~ 
8. It appears that there may be an inverse correlation between 
I 
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the various counties within each area to consider each one as 
a unit. 
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THE 1951 BOBVJHITE HUNTING ·SEASON IN IOHA 
Elden Stempel 
Game Biologist 
/ The 1951 auail hunting season vTas open from November 1, 
1951 through November 15, 1951 in fifteen border counties, and 
November 1 through December 15 in thirty-six counties. Shoot-
ing hours vTere from 8:30 A. H. until 4 :30 P.H. Bag limit and 
possession limit were six quail. 
Data in this reDort was gathered by the assistance of 
conservation offiCBrs, other department personnel and inter-
ested sportsmen. 1 eturns are incomplete. Additions will be 
made when all cards are received • 
Heavy snow occurred late in the ,,l inter. Sy.>ring was 
at least three weeks late in developing. 
~.h.~ .... OJ2.en Season 











Counties in the long season zone include : 








Quail contact cards ~ere sent before the season to officers 
in the quail range. Hunters were contacted by officers and 
the followin7 information was placed on the card . Date, county 
hunted, number of hunters, uhether hunters vrere local or non-
local, number of hours the 11arty hunted, Hhether or not a dog 
was used, number of coveys flushed, number of quail killed, 
and '\oJhether hunt inc; success vras the same, better or poorer 
than in 1950. 
Quail wings were also collected when hunter contacts were 
made. Date of collection was also kept on some wings in order 
to determine the approx i mate date that most quail were hatched 








Results of the Quail Seasons as 
Indicated Since 1945 by Quail hunter 
Reports as Recorded on Contact Cards 
Hunters Hrs. Hunted Bag No. of Coveys 
' 
703 2610 2514 
1544 6032 4121 1262 
1887 6838 4075 1358 
1424 5041 2538 895 
1252 4088 2548 953 







Over the ent ire ouail range, 16% more time \vas required 
for bagging one quail in 1951 than Has required in 1950. The 
., "",-J., , .., (\ .......... ,..,_ 
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1951 Quail Hunting 
County Parties Hunters Hunter Hrs. Coveys Quail 
Southl.·Test District 
Adair 10 25 10 42 
Adams 10 22 19 49 
PaE;e 
Taylor 
Totals 20 47 173.6 29 91 
South Central District 
Appanoose 52 140 100 336 
.Olarke 13 31 15 29 
Decatur 23 65 23 ~. 58 
Lucas 25 63 lt-2 116 
Madison 16 48 21 51 




Warren 13 36 23 66 
Wayne 14 33 29 64 
Totals 158 42l~o 1285 25lt- 720. 
Southeast District 
Davis 25 6lr 45 145 
Des Noines 15 34 16 29 
Henry 14 28 13 26 
Jefferson 2 2 1 2 
Keokuk 4 12 5 15 Lee 26 51 32 88 
Louisa 
Mahaska 10 25 11 34 
Van Buren 12 25 20 49 
l ·l" '1"'10,,'"' t.. 1h '1 1~ 
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1951 Quail Huntin3 Cont ' d 
County Parties Hunters Hunter Hrs. Covey Quail 
Northeast District 
Allamakee 
B1ackhavrk 6 15 3 10 
Buchanan 
Clayton 
Delav1are 3 5 1 3 
Dubuque 
Fayette 2 6 2 3 
l.'finncs hiek 1 2 0 0 
Totals 12 28 58.6 6 16 
Central District 
Dallas 1 2 0 0 
Jasper 5 8 5 15 Marshall 
Polk 10 22 9 26 
Pmo~eshiek 6 16 5 30 
Tama 
Tota.ls 22 48 123.9 19 71 
East Central District 
Benton 
Cedar 1 2 0 0 




Jones 3 6 5 8 
Linn 
Muscatine 
:Scott 3 8 3 3 
.• 
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1951 Quail Hunting 
Table of Hunting Success by Agricultural Districts 




















2.8 1. 9 
2.2 1.7 
18.0 3.6 
Hunting SucG_ess by_.J:..ey_iods 
November 1951, began with cover unusually heavy, and little 
corn was picked. Quail uer e hard to find. In 1950 t he season 
\lras dry and birds Her e ranging limited ar eas nea.r large creeks 
or other water sour ces. 
A r andom selec t ion of ca:-cds in 1950 s hovred lit tle variation 
in success throughout the s eason. In 1951 success ran from 2.2 
hunter hrs, per quail during the first tHo Heeks of November, 
3 hrs. per quail November 16 to 30, and 1.8 hrs. per bird 
December 1 to December 15. 
USJL of Dogs 
In 1949, 75% of hun·cers intervi e\·red used dogs. In 1950, 
75% used dogs for hunting quail, and in 1951, 68% were reported 
using dogs in hunting quail. 
The Age Comuositiqn of Quail 
From ages determined by a sample of quail wings~ it was 
indicated that during the period November l-16, 81% of birds 
killed were hatched in 1951. During the per iod November 16~30, 
88% of quail killed were young birds. In December 83% of quail 
killed were hatched in 1951. 
Seasonal Distribution of Int~JZV~~e.Jt§. 
60% of parties intervievTed vre:re contactec! by offfcers during 
the first two weeks in November. 16~ of the -interviews were 
made November 16-30, and t he balance of the intervievrs were 
made in December. 
\va:yne County Individual Q.llail Huntel' _J\eRort 
One quail hunter in ~·rayne County has voluntarily turned 
in a report of his party's hunting for 1950 and 1951. 
Table Showing an Individuals Hunting 
Success, 1950-1951 Uayne County 
Average hunter per trip 
Hunter hours 
Party hours per covey 











The hunter considel'ed both 1950 and 1951 good hunting years. 
1951 success is sliehtly l ess than 1950, but a young dog 
.• 'I ' 
was being trained. All quail flushed were not shot at. 
9..QtniJlar Y 
1. Southeast Iowa showed tin 1951, the greatest decrease in 
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to bag one quail. 
4 . It took l ess time to bag qua il the last t uo i!eeks of the 
season. 
5. Hunt ers using do gs 1.Ter e most successful locating coveys 
of qua il, and in bageins quail. 
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THE 1951 PHSASANT SEASON 
Richard C. Nomsen 
Game Biologist 
The 1951 pheasant season opened at noon, November ll in 92 
Iowa counties. The 65 counties in the Northern two-thirds 
of the State remained open for 25 days - the 27 counties in 
Southerniowa were open to shooting for 12 days. Shooting 
hours each day were from noon to 4 :30. The dailf bag and 
possession limit was three cock birds, 
Hunter success cards and instructions were mailed to censer-
vation officers late in October - 35 cards per county in the long 
season zone and 15 cards for the short season counties. The in-
formation requested on these cards included county or state of 
residence, number of hunters in the party, hours hunted, n~mber 
of birds in bag, number of birds shot dovm and lost, and number 
and types of dogs used, if any. 
The following report includes the results of 2164 cards 
returned at the end of the season, ~ach card represents the 
. 
hunting success for one party of pheasant hunters. 
The 6880 hunters, 1vhich made up the 2164 parties, hunted 21,706 
hours to bag 5974 pheasants - an average of three hours and 
thirty six minutes. This 1·1as 20% more time than '''as required 
to bag each bird in 1950. Averace time for previous seasonswere-
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Hunters lost 17% of all birds shot down - a slightly 
higher percentage than in 1950 when 16% were lost. 
During the past season, 46% of the parties interviewed 
had traveled from another county to hunt pheasants. North 
West and North Central Iowa experienced the greatest increase 
of non-local hunting over 1950. Table A-1 lists the percent 
of non-local hunters by districts for the past three seasons~ 
Table A-1 
Per Cent of Non-Local Hunters by Districts 
o;;.,~=:"'""s t __ ~.,-~;;..;· ~ .... ~--h .......... vl_e_s. t.,.------~r---~-.l~j --·---:::.:lz .... l~~:r-0 --
2. North Central 60% 52% 62% 
3. North East 38% 41% 45% 
4. West Central 43% 37% 32% 
5. Central 72% 61% 55% 
6. East Central 43% 34% 41% 
7. South West 36% 34% 22% 
8. South Central 36% 34% 21% 
9. South East 76% 62% 53% 
State 50% 45% 46% 
Table A-2 compares the use of dogs, hunting success, etc ., · 
of local and non-local hunters for the 1951 season. 
Table A-2 
Local and Non-Local Hunters 
% of 'Average % Parties 1 dog to 
~-----~T~o~t~a~l~ __ Pa=l~~~yjiize __ ~U~s~i=n:~g~D=og=s~ _ _:_~hunt~rs LOCal 54% 3.1 28% 9.6 
Non-Local 46% 3.3 25% 10.9 
Hours per 
Bird Eap, F~ ed 
3.5 
3.8 
As during the previous seasons, local hunters used more 
dogs and required l ess t ime to bag each bird. Last Fall, 
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exception. Their average time per bird was 3.2 hours. Table 
A-3 lists information for non-resident hunters. 
Table A-3 
Non-Resident Hunters 
% of Average % Parties 1 Dog to Hours per 
·-;~.-·---~~ Par .tJrJiz~ _ _ .Jls;j.~t~Dog ~ _ ___ -::- Hunters ___ B:j,.rd :e_Mg_ed_ .. 
19~9 ~~ 3.5 p 4~4 2.5 
1950 3% 3.2 44% 5.8 2 .5 
1951 3% 3.0 50% 5.7 3.2 
Even though 50% of non-resident hunting parties used dogs, 
they s till l ost 16% of all birds shot down. In 1950 they lost 
12% and in 1949 they lost only 4% of ·all birds shot dmvn. 
Fo:!.' each of the past thr ee seasons , 27% of all parties 
cont.::.c ted used dogs. Tabl ·e A-4 lists the average conditions 
by districts. Table A-4 
Use of Dogs 
One Dog To Percentage of Part ies 
_ _ Hu.nte_r s . . _ .. !:; .. ....J.TJ:1oi~w..u.P~-- , 
D i_s_tr:j._~_.t_J:_2!:~.<l ._;t9_2Q__.J.9.28.J,. __ -·-~--!_ ____ . 12 ·~-..:!~22~ --·~.2. .. J-~--·=--,.· 1. N,VJ. 1. 1 ~010.3 11. : : 227o ~Yo 22;) 
2. N.C. 8.3 10.5 10.7 : : 32% 24% 30% 
3. N.E. 7.6 9.4 7.5 31% 29% 37% 
4. vT., Co 10.9 8.1 9.0 29% 317& 28% 
5 . c . 13 . 3 12 .4 11.6 23% 23% 24% 
6. E .G . 7.2 7. 1 11.0 31% 31% 24% 
7. f: .W , :!.. ) . 3 8 . 2 10.6 15% 28% 2l~% 
8 . s . c . 1 5. 3 G . 2 6 . 3 : : 15% ~ -3% 3 7% 
9 . S . E . 17 . 0 10 . 6 16 .1 : ; 19% 2::·% 17% 
State 9 . 9 9 . 5 9 . 9 2 7% 2 7% 2 7% 
~he r esults of this sur vey show that hunt ers without 
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Table A-5 





Average Par~Size 3.2 : 3.1 ~3 
Percent of Birds Shot : : 
3.1 3~Jl_: 3.1: 







21% __;_1::..,2%u.:.o~..:.-:2::::.;0:::,t. ..%::...-::_ 
Birds in Bag for : : 
Each Bird Lost :11.4 : 10.2 :~:..:::0:...!.•..::1_.:....: :__.~4...!..1 4.3 3.9: 
Hours per Bird : : : : 
Bagged = __ _g_,..z.._;,_ ___ 2. 4 .. .! __ 2. 2.. .J.., 9 3 .3_ . ...L 4. 0: 
Hours per Bird : : : .. 0 • 
phot Down : _ _g_~.L_2. 2_.2 .. 2. 7 3. LL..-1..J.: : 3. 2: 
Each season, hunters with dogs lose about 9% of all birds 
shot down and hunters vri thout the help of dogs lose about 20%. 
Averages for the past three seasons have shm·m that hunters 
using dogs can bag 40% rt10:i.'e pheasants than hunters 'vithout 
dogs in an equal period of time. 
Table A-6 lists types of dogs us ed most fr equently and 
information · regarding each t ype. If the party interviewed was 
using more than one type, the card was not used in this table. 
Table A-7 compares percent of birds lost for the past four 
seasons. 
Table A-6 
Types of Dogs Us ed - 1951 Pheasant Season 
Birds in bag 
;No. of : Hours: Birds: Birds shot :Percent of :· for each 
~DTo~g~s----~~: P~a~r~t~~~·e~s~~=~H~u~n~t~e~d~:B~a~gP~~~ed~:d~o~'~4n~a~n~d~l~o~s~t~:-=B~i~r~d~s~l~o~s~t~-b~ird lost f!hr->~J:~nP!:!k'r->! ~I;' ~ ~41 0! 1 ~u. o a ~ C:::dl 1'7 1 
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Table A-7 
Percent of Birds Shot Down 
and Not Found 
___ J-~_.1942 12.20 : .. J.9...5..L_~____Eour 
Lab 8.6%; 5.4% 4.8% : 8.7% ; 
Chesapeake: 6.9%: 7.9% 8.5 : 5.5% : 
Pointer : 7.1%: 9.4% 7.0% 8.6% 
Setter ;13.8%: 6.1% ~ 7.9% 7.6% 
Springer : 10.9%: 7.3% ~12.1% ~ 9.9% 
Cocker :11. O%: lL~. 2% ; 12.3% : 13.3% 
Mongrel :23.0%:10.2% :16.0% :13.4% 










Contact ca l~ds from districts one and t\.JO or No1·th \1est and 
North Central Iowa were used to compare hunting success of 
parties using each type of dog. Table A-8 lists the types 
of dogs used 1 numb~ r of parties interviewed and the average 
time required to bag each bird. 
Table A-8 
Hours Per Bird Bagged Using Each Type Dog 
Districts One and Two 
Number of Parties 
Interviei"Ted , Hours Per Bird Bagged 
_ _ _.__,1.,.9~ 19 5.Q... __ ._l.9~ __ :L9lt.2...---l2iQ... __ ~2.5_l__..J.__y_ear Aver. 







18 13 17 2.2 2.3 1.8 2.10 
15 14 16 3.2 1.8 2.1 2.37 
12 11 20 2.5 1.5 3.1 2.37 
21 23 24 2.8 2.2 2.2 2.40 
36 15 23 2.9 2.2 2.5 2.53 
23 13 21 3.2 2.2 2.5 2.63 
Hunting success for all districts and all hunters is shovm 
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Tabl e A-9 
Hunt i ng Success by Distr i cts 
Hours Per Bird Bagged 
Dis g_i c:.L_ ___ 
___19.48 1242 125.P 1~--1. North i1es t 2.5 3.2 2 . 0 2 . 
2. North Central 2.5 3.1 2 .5 3.0 
3. North East 2.7 3.5 3.8 3.7 
4. 1.!est Central 3 .3 3.6 3.1 4.2 
5. Central 4.5 4.3 3.8 6.3 
6 . East Central 4.6 4.1 3 . 8 4.6 
7. South V!est 3 .9 5.5 3 . 6 
8. South Central 3.9 3.9 5.4 
9. South East 5.9 3 . 2 4.0 6.-3 
Stat e 3 .3 3.5 3.0 3.6 
Cover was heavy during the 1951 season. Only about 15% 
of the corn had been picked by opening day compared with 50% 
in 1950 and 90% in 1949. The soy bean harvest i n Nor t h Central 
Iowa \vEtS de l ayed by 1·1et 1·1eather . About 25% of the corn still 
was unpicked by the end of November. 
Weather conditions during t he first part of t he season were 
mild with some prec i pitation r eported . Snow fell over the 
Northern half of the State on November 25 a.nd 26 ,.,j_th 3-6 
inches reported on the g1,ound . The l ast fe1·1 days of the mont h 
were warm and heavy foe was reported . Table A-10 shows the 
hunting success for all hunters each ueek of the season . 
Hours Per Bird Bagged 
Period 1 - - ·- -·- 2----------3- - -------·---~- 1+· - --· . 
District Nov . 11-17 _Noy_~_LG-24 
1. N.U. ::>.1 2.6 
i'Tov ~2...5. -Dec. 1 D_<i,Q. 2- 5 
2 . 6 .i.7 
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The most snow was recorded during period three w~en success 
was nearly as good as the opening week. Fewer birds were lost 
during the third week - 13% compared with 18% o)ening week and 
17% for the second and last per iods. 






District I Number Number 









RuP.nR Vi l';tA ~~-= --~-cn ___ : ___ 3_5_ : 12l : 30 : 333 
Cherokee 96 : 35 : 113 : 19 : 308 .7 
Clav : 71 : 29 : 73 : 24 : 297 
Di ckinson : 116 : 35 : 242' : 4.9 : 380 
Ermnet 88 34. : 58 : 23 280.5 
Lvon : 124. : 31 212 36 : 34.9 
O'Brien 4.1 : 13 : 37 : 5 : 1 59.5 
Osceol a 128 32 . : 211 : 4.5 : 381. 5 
Palo Alto 109 : 33 : 114. : 21 : 374. 
Plvmouth : 90 : 31 : 70 : 15 : 255 
Pocahontas : 93 : 35 : 14.3 : 35 : 336~ 5 . 
Sioux 131 : 38 : 170 : 28 : 4.4.6 
Ingham-Hi_~h Unit : 90 : . 33 : 75 : 17 : 14.2. 2 
Ruthven Unit : _ 49 : 27 . : · 18 : 4. : 94. 
. 
. 
Di§tr jct 1 : 1323 : 441 : 1660 : 35J : 4136 9 : 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . _.. _____ _ 
H< 
I 
District II Number Number 






Count.v ! Of' Hnnt.P'rl': •Of' ~,..t.iP!=! ! -t- \-~~ ~ not f'rmnd___•_._ Hnrrt~ 
. . . 
. . . 
Bnt] er : 9<'. : 28 : U : 9 : 324 : 
Cerro Gordo : 122 : 35 : 50 : 6 : 447.7 : 
Floyd : 92 : 26 : 121 : 24 : 252.6 : 
Frapk1jn : 156 : 42 : 137 : 20 : 531L5 : 
H:=mcock : 134 : 35 1!..5 : 10 : L..06 
Hnmhn 1 ilt. : 92 : 3L.. : 148 : 27 : 331.7 
: 
I Kossuth : 126 : 35 : 2!..3 : 29 : . j,_V .. -5 
('I) -
a-
t MjtcbeJJ : 108 : 31 : 149 : 35 : 328.4 
WinnehR.>rO : 137 : 36 : 154 : 32 : 428 
~th : ~ : n : ~ 25 : 308.9 
Wrie'ht : 96 : 35 : 86 : 0 : 284 
. 
. 
Rice lake Unit : 47 : 21 : 19 : 1 : 85.5 
: 







Table A-ll Cont'd 
Pheasants Total He 
District III . Number : Number : Pheasants . shot down . Hours : . . . 
pount:t :of Hunters : of Parties . i n bag : not found . Hunted : Ea . . 
. . . . : . . . . 
Allamakee . 12 . 7 . 3 : 3 . 31.5 . . . . 
. . 
. . 
Black Hawk . 114 . 31 . 77 : 21 : 363 . . . 
: : . : . 
Bremer : 162 . 42 . 177 : 27 : 516. 5 . . 
. 
. 
Buchanan . 65 . 19 . 48 . 14 . 247 . . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
Chickasaw : 89 : 23 : 89 : 16 : 268.1 
. . : . . 
Clayton : 78 : 27 : 28 : 20 . 193 . 
: : 
De] aware : 48 . 16 : 38 : 9 : 155 I . 
_j-
<) Dub:!:!9Ue . 8 : 3 : 0 . 1 : 19. 5 . . 
. . : : . . 
Fazette : 184 : ~;L . 183 : 37 : 684.7 . 
. . . : . . . 
Howard : 147 : 36 . 156 : 41 . 399 . 5 . . 
. . . 
. . . 







Tota l s & AYeraRes _ . 9'38 . 268 . 812 : 19S . 2992.4 . . . . 
. . 
. . 





! ___ __ ! _ ! ! ! -- _ ____! 
! _ - -- ---- - ! ! ! - - _! • 
District 1:</ 
County 
Table A- ll Cont 1d 
Number : Number : Pheasants 







Ami11hrm : 11h 0 ?1 : 51 : 1 5 : L,_l q _ 5 : 
C,:, 1 hm1'11 : ~h : 1h : q5 : 5 : ?~0 : 
£~l'rd1 : 92 : 'B · : '56 : _____ l'3 __ . : 320 5 : 
Crawford 8'3 : 29 : 155 : __ 21) _ _ : _u _ __256 : 
..Gre_ene_ : 61 : 27 : 21 : 7 : 1 'ZO 5 
..Guthrie : 9h : 35 : 7q : /, : 29/c 
1 Harrj son . 6 1.1\ • : 2 • 0'- 5 : 0 : ?!1. • 
I . . 
Jda : 86 : 20 : 8~ : l h : 339 5 . 
.Monona_______ : 115 : 31i : 57 : J') : 3'\h li 
.sac : l 2/1 : 3q : 132 : l 7 : 383 . ~ ; 
Shelby : 1..8__ _ : 19 : 70 : 11.. : 1 ~S _ S 
W()()dhury : 117 : 35 : J J 5 : H : ~39 : 
: 
1050 333 822 145 3471.4 
: : : : - __ : 
_:________ : : : : : 
. . . 










Table A-ll Cont'd 
Pheasants Total 
District V : Number : Number : Pheasants :shot down : Hours 
H01 
1 
Cmmty : of Hunters : of Parties : in Bag :not. found : Hunted : Br 
Boone : 132 : 35 : 38 : 15 : 416 : 
Dallas 12 : 15 : 11 : 0 : 67 _/.,_ 
Grundy : 73 : 25 : 4 5 : 9 : 265 : 
Hamilton : 69 : 20_ __ :__ 10 : 2 : 2U 
Hardin : 83 : 24 : 31 : 12 : 328 : 
Jasper r. . 70 :: · 27 ; 41 : 4 : 21207 . 
Marshall ~ 50 : 16 : 32 : 13 : 194.5 · 
P6~k- ____ : 38 : 15 : 0 : 0_ : 97.5 
Powewhiek : 130 : 42 : 117 : 15 : L..31. 2 : 
Storv : __ 127 : 35 : 56 : 1 '5 __ =~_4.56_ .. .5_ 
Tama 87 : 29 : 6l. : ll. : 301 . 4 









Table A-ll Cont'd 
Pheasants Total 
District VI ; Number ; Number ; Pheasants ; shot down ; Hours ; 
H01 
J 
County ; of Hunters : of Parties ; in bag ; not found ; Hunted ; Pc 
Benton : 72 : 19 : 73 : 12 : 196 : 
Cedap; : 120 : 46 : 78 : 1 3 ·: 31.9 2 : 
Clinton 60 : 22 : 26 : 7 : _137.5 
Iowa 20 9 : lO __ - - _: --- _2__~_: __ ____53 
Jackson : 23 : 6 : 3 : 2 : 43. 5 : 
. 
. . 
Johnson 48 __ -~= __ _23 _ : 31 : ll _ __ : _ ___l26 
Jones 52 : 17 : 24 u - : u _4 _ : l3_'Z_ : 
0" Linn I 46 :___17 : 36 : 10 : 119 . 5 : 
Muscatine 117 : 28 : 46 : 1 : _317 
Scott 90__ - : -33 _: - 54 _ - _: _____ _3 : 213. 
: 
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District VIJI : Number : r-!umcer 
Table A.-11. Cont 'd 
: Pheal'la.nts 
Pheasants 








. : . . . . . . 
A."Onanoose 13 : 5 L 7 : _ ~ : _ __29. 5 : 
. 
. 










17 : 5 : 17 : '5 : u 
. 
. : 
22 - _: ___ 9_ ----~=-- ____ll ___ : _ _____2______!__ 
26 g u : 8 : ~ 
. 
. 
'38 : 10 : 16 : 2 : 98 0 '5 
. 
. 


















~.Jayne : 38 : 15 : 19 : 17 : _ 124.5 
. 
. 
Marion : 1 '3 : L.. : 0 : 0 : 12 
: 
263 : 90 : 145 : 48 778 
: : . . . . . . 
. . 
. . 
: . : : . 
. 










. . . . 





. . . 
. . . 



























District IY Number Number . . 
Table A-ll Cont'd 
Pheasants 
Pheasants : shot down 
Total 
Hours . . 




. . . 
. . . 
. 
. 
SO : ?1 : _1~5 : B : 211 5 : 
I)? : 1 q : 1 q : 7 : ]/,? 
Washin~ton : ~0 : lO____ : 7 0 : q1 






71 : 1 '> : u.A _ '5 






























Report of Pheasant Leg Check - 1951 Season 
Right legs of pheasants shot during the open season e.re 
collected each year to help obtain information on reproduction. 
The spurs are measured to the nearest millimeter vTi th calipers-
all legs 20 mm. and under are classed as young of the year and 
all those 21 mm. and over are classed as adults. The age ratio 
is given as young per 100 adults. 
A total of 4034 right legs were collected and measured 
at the close of the 1951 season. Of this total, 439 were 
adults, and 3595 were classed as young. The age :ratio of all 
legs collected was 819 young per 100 adults. This figure is 
much higher than the age ratio obtained from any previous 
survey. Table B-1 compares the age ratios by districts for 
the last four years. 
Table B-1 
Age Ratios - Young per 100 Adults 
District lg48 1~49 lgg~ 1951 r:--N"orth vlest 27 09 926 
2. North Central 568 586 696 697 
3. North East 629 656 593 1~96 4. Nest Central 394 360 579 70 
5. Central 545 475 486 710 
6. East Central 495 376 564 1050 
7. South West 666 357 370 
8. South Central 367 725 
9. South East 300 292 566 . 818 
State 526 482 596 819 
, . 
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and wet spring - the percentaces of less in the 21 and 22 mm. 
groups were less than in 1950. 
Table B-2 
Percent of Legs in Eac h Size Group 
#L~en~g:.lt~h~in~M~i..=.l.=.l1:!:;:.. m~e~t~e.:..:r s~-:::-19"-;48 _ _19j-_2 __ 19_.20 _ __,~_5.1 
11 1.8% 0.8% 1.~ 2.3% 
12 lo4 1.1 1.2 1.6 
13 2.2 1.4 1.8 3.6 ' 
14 3.9 1 . 7 4.0 6.8 
15 8.9 5.5 9.4 15.1 
16 13.1 9 .0 15.5 15.1 
17 17.1 15.1 19.8 16.7 
18 16.6 18 .0 14.9 13.3 
19 10.7 17.0 12.1 9.7 
20 0.2 13.1 5.5 4.9 
21 4.9 6.4 4.1 2.9 
22 3.8 4.1 2.9 2.8 
23 3.4 2.5 2.6 2.4 
24 2.0 1.7 1.9 1.3 
25 1.4 1.7 1.4 0.9 
26 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.3 
27 0.2 0. 3 0.4 0.2 
28 0. 2 0.2 0.1 
The average age ratio of 819 young per adult was an 
incr~ruL~ of 37% over the aee ratio results of 1950. Repro-
duction counts last Summer decreqse~. about 20%. Population 
studies also indicated poorer reproduction. Spring counts 
showed an increase of 10% in our brood stock and the sex ratio 
was the same as in 1950. T~e Conservation Officers Fall Road-
side Count decreased 14% and the Rural Nail Carriers 'vas down 
8%. Therefore, results of the ag e r atio study were just the 
opposite of what could be e~pected from the surveys taken 
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tend to increase the a~e ratio figure obtained last Fall. 
Brood counts '~:Jere taken the first half of August .. 
same period as in 1950. Some broods were obsei'ved in 
September that would have been too young for our reproduction 
check in August. 
Table B-2 shows a decr ease in the percentages of all 
adult size groups in the 1951 leg check. The 23-28 mm. 
groups included 5.2% of all legs in 1951 - compared to 7.1% 
in 1950. Age ratio studies at Hose La.ke 1 Hichit;an, have indi-
cated an early-season superiority of old cocks over younG of 
the year in the ability to escape htmters. It is possible 
then, that \vhile hunters vre~ce able to bag the less experienced 
young birds, they were not able to harvest as large a percent-
aee of adult cocks as they did the previous ye~r. Winter sex 
ratio studies should help 1vith the explanation of this possi-
bility. 
Literature Cited 
Allen, Dun.Jard L. 1947 Huntine as a Limitation to Nichigan 
Pheasants Jour. -iildl. Hgt. 2 (3)p 237. 
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Table B-3 
Distribution Table of Pheasant Lee Measurements - 1951 
I 
_JI:nknmm a, e. 
- l!TJ ~- -i~ ~ - -T i ·-l 11 22 I - 3 93 12 24 
- I 3 3 66 13 33 2 12 16 9 2 3 ' 2 5 144 14 83 64 22 36 32 10 2 5 I 5 ll~ 273 I 15 169 !164 58 76 63 23 8 8 I 16 21.~ 609 I I 16 170 121 61 90 89 23 16 '7 14 17 608 i~ 155 132 67 106 104 40 21 6 20 23 674 I 119 91 46 98 72 51 13 17 15 15 537 I 19 65 76 40 64 67 35 14 8 13 11 39s 
'-
20 49 47 15 32 32 10 4 3 2 4 19 
·-
II III IV V VI VII VIII IX County St t 
-- 2~ -- - : 21 24 32 7 13 6 6 1 2 2 117 22 34 26 '5 17 14 4 6 2 I 
- 5 113 23 20 23 6 9 16 4 8 3 3 5 97 24 9 16 ·4 12 6 4 1 
- 1 1 54 25 7 11 1 8 5 1 - - 1 1 35. 26 2 2 
-
1 2 1 1 2 2 
- 1~ 27 
-











- I 1 - 2 Totals 
Right Legs 985 901 359 592 559 230 108 66 101 133 4034 
Total Young 889 788 335 531 490 210 85 58 90 119 3595 !Total Adult 96 113 24 61 69 20 23 8 11 14 439 I 
!Young per 
926 697 1396 870 710 1050 370 7~5 l818_l 850 819 _100 adults 
t 
·--- ---· - ---- ----- ·--· -·- --- -- -- -· - .. --... 
